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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This collection of seven short stories is in fulfillment of the Florida State 

University MA thesis requirement. Each of the stories, set during the off-season in the 

fictional gulf coast town of Mossy Key, can stand on their own. Jointly, the stories hinge 

on life in a small, self-supported fishing village. Each story, told by different residents of 

the town, addresses the town’s concern to expand while also preserving its roots. The 

stories are arranged sequentially beginning with Labor Day and running through Spring 

Break.  The stories render a world where land development for the sake of commerce 

does not necessarily facilitate the expansion of the resident’s wallets. 

The stories center around the verge of a full-blown tourist economy, but this 

theme is not the major driving force behind each story. Each centers on emotional 

ambivalence: anguish over unrequited love, grief created by unstable family situations, 

breaking the habit of believing one’s own lies, and accepting the bittersweet taste of loss. 

“Meeting Jim Cantore” and “Potted Plants” illustrates two women’s unrealistic 

yet desperate grasp of woman/man love relationships should be. “Sweet Loretta” and 

“Washed Ashore” both address the trappings of mother/daughter-type relationships, 

expressively the balance between loving and controlling. “Concrete Chickens” explores 

the break-up of a couple and the unrelenting man who cannot take it like a man.  
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Meeting Jim Cantore

Dixie Barrett

If Momma hadn’t died so suddenly I’d have gone into real estate. I wouldn’t have had to

send the twins to daycare while I crewed on the charter boat Lucky Loser, and I wouldn’t have

had to move into the trailer park on the east side of the island.  I wouldn’t have dirty laundry

pilling up in the skinny-ass hallway. I would have never gone into Gerald’s Reef with the

intention of getting drunk and left with Eaton Thrasher. And I’d have never gotten pregnant

again.

I was standing at the bathroom mirror finishing a Budweiser when that little red line on

the pregnancy test miraculously appeared. The twins, Misty and Laura Lee, had just finished

their Spaghetti-O’s.  Tasha, my oldest, was sprawled out on the couch, flipping channels on the

television and finishing a Hot Pocket. She’d been avoiding her science fair project. When she

flipped to the weather channel I heard it: “Broadcasting live from Mossy Key, where forecasters

predict Hurricane Imogene will touch land early tomorrow morning.”  The radio on the Chevelle

went out months ago, and we hadn’t left the house all weekend with it being Labor Day

Weekend and all, so we had no clue about the storm.  Extreme weatherman Jim Cantore, tall,

dark and daring, was broadcasting live just two blocks down the beach, and we were watching

him on our television.  “Is that here, Momma?” Misty asked, dried milk like a set of parenthesis

framed each side of her mouth.
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“Hush, baby.”  Jim’s eyebrows wrinkled through the rain-spattered lens.  He would make

some woman a fine husband if he had the same staying power in relationships that he had in the

middle of a tropical storm. My second husband, the twins’ father, couldn’t listen to an entire

song on the radio.  Maybe that explains why he had two other wives in two different states.  I

wiped Misty’s mouth as Cantore explained that everyone on the island had begun evacuation,

and the few that chose to stay were nailing plywood over their windows, buying up all the

canned goods at the Bayside Grocers and filling up bathtubs with water. The tightness in my

stomach that I felt when that thin red line appeared on the pregnancy test only seemed to increase

when the foggy swirl appeared on the Doppler Radar.

Mr. Fritz, a neighbor down the dirt road, was on national television loading up his

shopping cart with barbeque sauce, cocktail sauce, and beer.  “Tasha, can you keep an eye on the

twins? I’m going to run to the Fritz’s and see if Ernestine’s home.”

Above the trailer park gray clouds moved up from the gulf like someone had flushed

them north. A steady wind snaked up from the pine straw path leading from the beach. Ernestine

Fritz was sloshing barbeque sauce on a baking sheet of chicken breasts, and Mr. Fritz was

already back from the store and firing up the grill.

“I am slap out of money until pay day. Could I could borrow some to leave town?”

Ernestine sprinkled chopped onion over the chicken. “I really wish you wouldn’t do that.

The last place you want to be is stuck on the interstate in your little bean of a car with three

screaming little girls. We’re cooking special for the occasion, and we got a new big-screen

television so we can watch the news reports until the power goes out. Mr. Fritz forgot to buy D-

sized batteries. So if you find any, bring them, too.”
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I ran back to the trailer park through the salty breeze and grabbed my shoebox of photos

and old letters from my closet, a box of matches, a handheld radio, Spaghetti-O’s, the girls’

raincoats, and I yanked four D-sized batteries out of Misty’s walking cat and two out of my

vibrator.  I threw everything into a garbage bag.

The twins chunked their blankets and backpacks in the middle of the Fritz’s living room

as if they owned the place and started flipping channels on their 48-inch RCA.  Ernestine found

them some hurricane tracking maps and some crayons. I didn’t bother explaining to Ernestine

that the twins would probably demolish the crayons into her rug and eat the maps.  They’d

decided over the summer that paper tasted good.

“Mom, I forgot my Soccer Barbie. I left her on the couch.” Tasha gave me her million

dollar pout.

“There is a hurricane raging one hundred miles offshore and it’s headed right here, little

lady. How would you feel if I died going to get your Barbie?”

She raised her voice so I’d be sure to hear her. “It’s hardly windy or anything.”

“You don’t need it right now.” Tasha plopped herself down, crossing her arms in front of

her chest, and stuck her chin down into her neck.  She wouldn’t even glance up at me or mumble

under her breath about how mean I was. I needed a Budweiser and a cigarette. It was a fine day

to find out I was pregnant.

I rummaged through the fridge for something non-alcoholic.  “The beer is out in the

cooler, honey,” Ernestine said, pulling barbeque bread out of the oven. “With the oysters.” I was

too embarrassed to tell her about my news.

Mr. Fritz poked the juicy chicken breasts with his spatula and held a beer in the other

hand.  Eaton Thrasher was leaning back in a lawn chair with an unlit cigar to his lips. He’d
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wandered over from where his charter boat was docked at the marina to take cover from the

rising waves. There was no way to avoid seeing him now. Eaton looked up at me. Winked. “Well

if it isn’t the busy lady. Are you very busy this afternoon?” he laughed.

I pried a smile from my lips. “Yes.”

Mr. Fritz didn’t see Eaton stroke my shin. “Grab a beer before Eaton drinks them all.”

“Not right now.”  I could hear the waves piling higher and higher, crashing along the

shore just two hundred yards south of us. A gust of wind twisted the sage palms and palmetto

bushes. The temperature seemed to drop ten degrees. “I—gotta get Tasha’s Barbie.”

 “I’ll walk with the busy lady.”

I walked along holding my hair to one side and Eaton held his commemorative offshore

fishing rodeo ball cap down on his head. After retrieving Barbie from a shoebox car we hiked up

to the top of a dune. Wind like splinters whipped our faces and arms.  The storm surge had

pushed the water up a good fifteen feet toward shore, breaking against the knees of the dunes and

dragging sand into the gulf.  The waves broke just under the boards of the pier.  A white blur of

wind and rain hid the horizon.  The gulf was empty of any boats, and westward, the beach was

scattered with onlookers. Eaton winced as a surge of wind blew sandy grit into his face and

tipped his ball cap off his head and into the wind. “It’ll be here before too long. They say it’ll

make landfall by 2 am,” he noted.

This was the point where I should have told him.  Told him about the little red line. But

Eaton would want to marry me, and I couldn’t marry Eaton. Since I crewed and he was a deep-

sea captain we’d never see each other, and my babies would never see us. I needed someone

who’d be around. And besides, if I had to wake up to Eaton each morning, shoot, it was nothing

to look forward to, I tell you.
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Wind and sand beaten, we turned back toward the Fritz’s. I looked at Eaton, little wiry

gray hairs in his mustache. “I’m going to go find Jim Cantore.”

“Who?”

“Jim Cantore. I’ve never met a celebrity before.”

“Who’s Jim Cantore?” Eaton asked, the wind rudely pulling at the thin patch of hair

covering his bald spot.

* * *

Ernestine whipped up a batch of strawberry daiquiris, which I sadly turned down. We sat

in our lawn chairs like we were at the beach, except we were in the garage with the door wide

open waiting for the chicken to cook, rain blowing on our cheeks.  Eaton shucked oysters and

Fritz did his best to annoy Ernestine. “Do you remember hurricane Camille? Wasn’t that when

you locked your keys in your car, with it still running? Lord, Ernie came into the house

screaming, ‘Just shoot it! Just shoot it!’ Didn’t you, Ernie?”

Ernestine forced smile, nodded her head in agreement. Then she took a deep breath.

“Yes. I believe that was the same year you made us evacuate and we were stranded like rats in a

sardine can on the interstate when the storm hit land. I had to pee so bad I got out in hurricane

force winds with a line of cars just watching and squatted on the side of the road. Thank you for

the reminder.”

Eaton re-positioned his lawn chair closer to mine and nonchalantly placed his hand on my

thigh. His palm felt hot and sticky. felt I finished off my fourth glass of water and retreated
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inside. I found Tasha snatching the remote out of Laura Lee’s hands. “No, you aren’t allowed to

hold it.”  Laura Lee started crying, and Misty looked up at me with watery eyes.

“Tasha, give me the damn remote.”

Her smirk changed to a smile. “Did you get my Barbie?”

“Yes, and if you can control yourself I might let you eat something.”

Tasha let her shoulders fall loose. “Will you watch TV with me?”   I sat down with her on

the couch and put my arm around her shoulder. “Mom!” She squirmed away. “You don’t have to

touch me. Just tell me what’s going on.”

We waited until the next tropical update, and I pointed out how Jim Cantore, in the duck

yellow rain suit, had to be standing on the beach somewhere in front of The Sand Bar. He looked

so healthy, so fearless, like someone who had time to compete in triathlons and make chocolate

chip pancakes for his kids. When the water behind him collided into the shore the sound

reminded me of sizzling bacon.

Tasha put her hand on my knee. “Momma, does he have to stay out there in the rain?”

I wasn’t sure how to tell my almost grown daughter that I rode out storms all the time in

the cabin of Lucky Loser just to get a paycheck, running to the rail to vomit into the wind. If I’d

had enough time and money I would have found a job where I didn’t have to clean fish or wash

puke off my shirt.

Eaton came in and sat on the floor by the twins and started talking like he knew Jim

personally. “Standing in the rain is something he’s good at. And he gets paid a lot to do it. He

was the kid in school who all the other kids called to find out which jacket they should wear to

school that day. Ha!” And less than an hour before he didn’t even know who Jim was!  When he

put an arm around Misty I felt the first wave of bonafide pregnancy nausea.
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Cantore interviewed several long-time residents who had considered it a badge on their

lapel to say they’d never left the island for any stinking hurricane. All of them were crossing to

the mainland. “I’ve never seen the pines bend so far that they almost snapped,” Gwynn said,

breathing heavily into the microphone. “And I think I saw one come right out of the ground and

go sailing through the air like a spear.”

“Oh great!” Tasha’s voice bolstered above the television. “Do I have time to write a

will?”

Mr. Fritz came in with his baking sheet of chicken.  I scooped up potato salad and

drumsticks for the girls, and Tasha made her own plate of one part cole slaw and one part

barbeque bread.  Mrs. Fritz glared at her plate. “Oh, Lordy, if this is your last meal, child, you

need more than that.”

“If it is my last meal, I want to make sure it’s the storm that kills me.”

Mrs. Fritz shoveled a blotch of barbeque beans on her plate and a chicken breast she’d

never be able to finish. Tasha gave a look of disagreement.

“I’m sorry, Ernestine. She’s been like that since her class at school studied salmonella.

She won’t eat a thing I cook, either.”

The next tropical update showed areas along the coast that were already getting strong

gusts up to fifty miles an hour. Cantore explained that our bridge to the mainland was now

officially closed.  All residents were urged to stay inside.  Ernestine pointed out our causeway on

TV, and Laura Lee poked a barbeque finger up when she saw footage of city hall boarded up.

“Do you think Jim ever gets scared?” I asked Ernestine.

Her eyes went round as a bull’s eye on a dartboard. “Don’t you wonder if he ever gets

hungry?  Maybe someone should take him some food.” I imagined him interviewing me on
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national television.  My name is Dixie, and I have lived here on Mossy Key my entire life, and I

have never seen a storm like this in all my days. I believe if I live to be a hundred I will never see

another quite like this. I imagined Jim flabbergasted at my speech and begging me to stay to tell

the nation my life story as a resident of the predicted site of landfall for Hurricane Imogene.

Ernestine took a sip of her daiquiri through a tall straw. “Them camera fellas carry Igloo coolers

with bread and peanut butter. And lots of dry socks.” While everyone’s eyes were on the

television Eaton came up behind me, put his arms around me, and honked one of my boobs. I

elbowed him in his gut and stomped on his right foot.

When the scene panned back to Jim standing along the Avenue of Oaks, Laura Lee asked

if palm trees were supposed to bend that far.  The wind thrashed at Jim’s rain hood, and he

pointed off toward The Sand Bar.  The waves were breaking at around twelve feet in the

background. Jim stood erect in the midst of it all, like he could handle anything.  My first

husband, Ellis, Tasha’s father, couldn’t handle going to the grocery store and coming straight

back.  He had a profound knack for winding up at Gerald’s Reef drinking nickel beer and

shooting darts. Luckily Tasha doesn’t remember him.

Just as I went to help Ernestine in the kitchen I saw August and Cecile Doolittle came on

the television decked out in their expensive sailing weather gear. They were worried  about the

citizens of the island, the beating the homes and the marina would take. They wanted to donate

money to rebuilding once the storm was over. Cecile and August not only ran the one and only

sail school on the island but they were members of the Mossy Key Junior League, active

participants in the Save Our Shore effort. And there they were, just chatting with Jim, going on

about how they had to come back over to the island to secure the boats and got stranded. Their

“limited edition, 34 foot Swam, Ambition,” which they were about to sail to the southern
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Caribbean that which had taken on water from the storm surge and, well, was undoubtedly going

to sink.  Oh darn. The camera zoomed in on a white hull being overtaken by waves. I rummaged

through our garbage bag and pulled out my raincoat. “Ladies, I’m going for a little trip.”

Tasha perked up. “To the trailer?”

“No, I am going to meet Jim Cantore.”

“I want to be on TV,” she whined.

“Forget it.”

“You never let me do anything I want to.” Tasha crossed her arms and threw her body

into the couch.

“Ok, put on your coat and help your sisters.” I pulled one of Misty’s pale arms through

her raincoat.

Before we left I heard the newscaster say the winds were up to sixty miles an hour. If

August and Cecile were out there, we’d be safe as slugs.

I told Ernestine and she said not tell Mr. Fritz, just to go out the front door and come

straight back.  A little scamper down the street to meet a movie star was no cause for alarm. She

wrapped up some food for me to take to him.  We walked close to the side of the road, against

the buildings so the wind wouldn’t catch hold of us.  The walk along Azalea wasn’t bad, just a

few strong gusts that we avoided by holding onto each other. Almost to Liberty, we had to wade

through water thigh high. Lightning hit the gulf about a mile out in front of us and the thunder

crackled for what seemed like an entire minute. I could not longer see the Fritz’s house in the

distance.  Lord, I thought to myself, if I can’t get back home I’m going to make Jim let us stay

with him in his hotel. With the camera crew in sight, Misty looks up to me. She’s usually very
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quiet—a sweet child. “Momma, I have to go potty.” I searched for just one house with a light on.

“Bad. I gotta go bad.”

Finally I got Misty to squat down in Miss Bunker’s rose garden.  I stood there,

calculating how I had to be five weeks along now and how I’d never be anything more than a

tom girl, a fisherman, and someone hell-bent on risking her daughters’ lives to hook up with a

national celebrity. “Come on,” Tasha told her sister. “We have to get his autograph at least.” We

held hands and marched straight for the camera lights.

I asked one cameraman,  “Where is Jim Cantore?”

Startled, he answered back, “He’s gone back to his hotel to get a nap. You people need to

be in your homes.” And then he turned his back on me.  I wanted to cry, right there, in the

middle of Hurricane Imogene, with the camera lights shining down on me, the rain drenching us

and the wind howling in our ears. It was the first time I thought maybe it was a bad idea, trekking

out in the middle of a hurricane. Then Jim appeared in his rain slicker. I walked right up to him.

“Mr. Cantore?” I remember exactly what he was wearing: khaki shorts, a dark green oxford,

slicker suit, and tennis shoes. He had this short, athletic-type haircut, tight narrow eyebrows, and

a deep tan like he just hangs out around some pool when he’s not chasing life-threatening storms.

“Did you guys stick your heads out here just to see me?” He leaned down, pushing Laura

Lee’s hood back so he could see a face.  “What are your names?”

Tasha pushed her hood all the way back. “Mister, we had to hike almost a mile through

this shit and my little sister had to use the bathroom in Miss Bunker’s rose bushes. Please give us

your autograph so we can go home.”
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“Is that so?” He looked back over at Laura Lee. “Do you want to be on television?”

Laura’s eyes got big and round, and she nodded furiously.  Jim pushed the three girls together

and asked if I wanted to stand in the back, his hand delicately on my wrist.  I smiled a florid yes.

When the camera lights came on they blinded me.  I shielded my eyes with one hand and

secured my hair with the other. I could see his eyes, his lips against the microphone. “Thanks

Bob. The wind is picking up, and as you can see behind me the waves are tearing up what was

once a beach bar, and farther down the beach that white spot you see in the surf has been

identified as a washing machine, probably out of a beach house along this stretch of beach. I

have some brave residents from the island here with me. Have you ever seen such a storm hit

Mossy Key?” I was squinting trying to find Jim past all the hair and bright lights. A blast of wind

whipped my hair into my eyes, and with the explosion of thunder I could barely hear myself

answer. I could think of no other words.

“No.”  I immediately hoped he’d ask something else.

“Again, the causeway leading to the mainland is officially closed and residents are urged

to stay inside their homes. Thank you, back to you, Bob.” Then the light clicked off.  He thanked

us quickly, took the food and turned to help the camera guy pack up his gear.  They were

heading to the mainland.

Tasha began screaming, “We have to get home to watch television!” Misty was tugging

at my arm; she had to go to the bathroom now. The lights along the avenue, the emergency lights

in the shops, the streetlights all flickered out like dominos.

The storm surge caused a foot of water in places along Liberty.  The wind whipped

harder, carrying sprays of sand and salt pelting against what bit of skin we had exposed.  A

plastic beach chair tumbled by on some unknown course. Lightning struck something on the
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mainland, and Misty screamed and stopped in her tracks, refusing to walk any further.  Unable to

coerce her, I carried her.  Then Laura Lee wanted me to carry her, too.  When we got to the edge

of the dirt road the wind almost pushed us down.  We ran through sticker bushes and clutched

the tall oak until we felt brave enough to make a run for the Fritz’s. A beach umbrella rolled on

ahead of us, twirling like a spinning top.  Laura Lee pointed down toward our trailer.  There was

not doubt it was flooded.  Water rushed by the front door, swirling around the top step, and

rushing down toward us.  “Please, Lord,” I prayed, “I will never get pregnant again if you just

get us home safe and sound. I will be a good mother and go back to school. I will do the laundry

on a daily basis.”

We all held onto each other as tightly as we could and waded through dark water, trying

not to think of what could be floating beneath the rolling surface. Pine needles and palmetto

leaves adrift on the wind smacked our backs, and Laura Lee lost both of her flip-flops in the

slosh. Pushing through the wind, I thought about Jim.  I thought about my second husband, how

he never had any intention to return to Mossy Key after that temporary job on the tugboat in

Mobile. We kept on moving through the strong wind, bracing ourselves when one strong gust

after another could have blown us smack to the other side of the island. We dashed toward the

candles burning against Ernestine’s plum colored drapes. Ernestine had the hurricane lamps

glowing in living room and a palette made up for us on the floor, the entire house overflowing

with the smell of Coconut Fluff Cake. She’d thrown it in the oven, she said, right after we left

and was pulling it out just when the electricity went out.  Tasha and I went for seconds, just

because we could, and the twins fell asleep with their arms around each other. The weather ban

radio called coordinates into the air, the squall raging outside reinforcing the announcement.
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Tasha lay on the quilt in front of the dead TV, her cake plate empty on her chest. “I can’t

believe we don’t get to see ourselves on television.”

“We got to meet Jim Cantore.” I took her plate and placed it with mine on the coffee

table and then fell back onto the palette with her, our legs covered in a patchwork quilt of

polyester. “Ah, but damn, I forgot to get his autograph.”

“I got it, when we first walked up. Remember?” From out of her raincoat she pulled a pad

of paper sealed inside a freezer bag. She rolled her head to see me. The lightning flashed through

the window and onto her face.  My daughter did not look scared, or even worried about the

storm. “Promise me something. If you get married again, please don’t marry someone like that

Cantore, ok?”

I yawned and closed my eyes. “What’s wrong with a good-looking celebrity? Wouldn’t

he be great to help with that science fair project you keep putting off?”

“What time of year wouldn’t he be working? I can just imagine all the dirty clothes he’d

bring home, too, wanting us to wash because he’s too tired from some snow storm out in Maine.”

“Gosh you’re smart.”

I must have lay there, staring over toward the glass window criss-crossed with masking

tape most of the night.  Flakes of hail tapped the glass.  There could be the sound of a locomotive

at any moment, bouncing like a spring across the water.  Each time I thought I might fall asleep

I’d wake to define a sound, to slow my heart down.  I’d listen for Tasha’s breathing, the

synchronized pattern the twins made, a subtle drunken snore from Eaton in some other room.

Thunder near Devil’s Swamp. The Visqueen sealing off each of the windows, inhaling each time

the wind subsided, taking a deep breath with each burst of wind. Riding it out, just like Jim

would.
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Potted Plants

August Doolittle

Ruthie Bunker, the president of the Junior League, lives next door from me and raises

prizewinning Don Juan roses. She must have heard me fall down the front steps because she

came jogging over, never thinking to drop her golden rose clippers somewhere between her

house and mine.  She gripped my forearm with one lavender gardening glove, her fingernails,

although shielded by her gloves, poked my skin. I pretended her limp tennis grip helped me back

to my feet.  “Darling, are you alright? Oh, my dear, your begonia. ” Mrs. Bunker stooped down

and patted down the potting soil with her gloved hands, securing the clumsy red flower in its

dirty clay pot.  “It just needs a little love and Vivaldi.”

“It’s probably going to die anyway.”

“No, dear, think positive. It’ll be fine.” But I couldn’t explain to Mrs. Bunker that the

begonia was the sixth potted plant in two weeks that I’d tripped over, each strategically placed

just outside my front door.  And what was worse, they were being placed there by Ben Stock.

Ruthie bent down and adjusted the plastic “Thinking of You” stick insert among the

leaves then smiled without showing her teeth. “I’ll see you at the club this afternoon, August.

Can’t wait to beat you at bridge, again. We’ll have to trade gardening tips.”

Ben had been sneaking through the dark of Spyglass Lane sometime between midnight

and six a.m., leaving one love offering after another.  And each morning I continued to wake up,

stub my toe, curse his name, and hop on one foot down my driveway to get the morning paper.
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He should have caught the hint when I left each of his potted plants—yellow mums wrapped in

cellophane, petunias planted in a tin bucket, a coffee mug of Johnny Jump Up’s—on the top step

in full sunlight without water.  But no, he was relentless. And it was entirely my fault. I was the

one who invited him back to my place the ill-fated night of Braves playoff and ‘one-too-many-

knock-you-naked-margaritas-and-not-enough-nachos.

If I had been another person, or even born a few days later under the sign of Virgo,

perhaps I would have fallen in love with Ben immediately. But being born under the sign of Leo,

and the daughter of John Paul Peabody, the most decorated sailor on Mossy Key, these potted

plants bothered me greatly because they were than plants; they were tokens of love. And when I

came home one evening to a perfectly manicured lawn, hedges that stood at attention,

scrupulously edged sidewalks, and my water hose rolled up in a tight snake coil, I didn’t feel the

least bit relieved. Or happy. Or in love. I could mow my own lawn even if I didn’t have a state of

the art mower with a bagger or a hedge trimmer. I was disgusted imagining Ben, sweating away

in an old tank top and dirty Velcro sneakers, walking behind a push mower all afternoon. I’ve

always been the type of woman who enjoys men sweating for her, but this was giving me an

ulcer.

Later, in our offices at the Hard-A-Lee Sail School on Whisper Bay, my big sister sat

gluing back on one of her acrylic nails she’d chipped during the morning sail. She’d been hiked

out on the trapeze and, if I know her, she was trying to put her hair up in a scrunchee.  She

knows better, but she does it all the time. She claimed she’d had a breakthrough that morning.

 “August, you can’t stand men who can take care of you because you want to be so

blamed independent.”

“Not even true.”
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 “Yes, you want to control everything. You don’t like nice guys because they let you

walk all over them. Speaking of which, I am proud that you finally told Ben to take a long walk

off a short pier. And more importantly, that man lives at the end of a dead-end street. Can you

say symbolic? The guy pries open oysters at Gerald’s Reef for a living.  Can you imagine the

diseases housed under his fingernails?”

I had to agree he lacked fierce ambition, but I’d found the way he worked his knife,

releasing the top of the shell with a shoveling twist of his wrist, was strangely erotic.  “Did I

mention he’s thinking of starting up a lawn care business? It’s not like either of us are getting

any younger, and God knows good men, much less sane men, don’t just fall from the sky.”

“Stop fooling yourself. You said it yourself. He’s a sweaty lover in the morning. It goes

against our principles. Just be glad it’s over.” Cille looked uncomfortably in my eyes. I felt like

she knew what I was thinking so I looked away. “It’s past our time to leave. Do you think the

ladies will notice?” The smeared glue across her nail made it look frosty. “This is embarrassing.”

“You’d better keep your hands in your lap today.” I had yet to tell her about my meeting

with Ruthie that morning because I knew she’d just flat out have a coronary when she found out

I never told Ben squat about breaking up.  I’d lied to Cille, made up this whole speech I never

gave to Ben. I couldn’t say why, but I just never delivered it.  Maybe Ben did have to file for

unemployment during the off-season, but he was the best kisser on the island.

Cecilia, believing herself the faster driver, started the engine and, while waiting for the

air conditioner to do its thing she flipped her visor down to check her freshly dyed blonde hair

again.  “It looks fake. Everyone is going to say Oh, it makes you look so young, Cecile, when in

fact they are going to be thinking, Wherever she had that done, let me not go there.” I told her

she was being totally silly.  I looked toward the bay and noticed my black Jeep Wrangler wasn’t
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anywhere in sight.  Just the empty spot under the Canary Island Palm where I parked it that

morning. “Cille, answer something for me.”

Cille looked over toward the palm.  “August, where on earth is your Jeep?”

“That’s what I want to know.”

# # #

Cille hit the brake pedal two blocks before the yacht club.  She’d been going seventy

down Liberty, the radio blaring so she couldn’t hear me trying to explain. She coasted into her

usual spot and snapped the car into Park.  “So help me, you open your mouth about this little

incident here and I’ll never talk to you again. It’s bad enough the cops showed up just after Ben

pulled into the driveway driving your Jeep. You said it was over.”

“He’s having a hard time dealing. I’ll talk to him again.”

It was agreed: I would not mention him stealing the truck go wash it, and she would stay

for bridge regardless of her deformed fingernail.

Ruthie and the other women had already found their usual places around the banquet

table.  I found my usual seat and slid into the captain’s chair.   The ladies had already been

served, and my one scoop of chicken salad on a wilted leaf of Romaine and slices of mandarin

orange had wilted. Cille sat down beside me.

“Ruthie, we are so sorry. You would never believe what happened.”  Cille lifted the

peppershaker and tap-tap-taped the side, pepper falling like rain over her tuna salad.  “August

has this aficionado who decided to steal her Jeep and wash it and vacuum it out.”

Ruthie smirked at us then nodded to the young waiter that, yes, she was finished eating.

He pulled her plate from the left and then started his circle around the table. “Well, perhaps when

you are done with him, August, you could send him my way,” Ruthie said. “The carpets in my
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Beamer shampooed.” Ruthie didn’t smile, but Cille giggled between nibbles of her tuna salad.

“I’ve been thinking this morning, and you two would really round off the “Smart Women Finish

Rich” seminar Wednesday. You could share your experiences about the sail school. You two are

the little entrepreneurs of our group, always so busy teaching our future Olympic athletes to

sail.”

Eleanor, a much too frail woman with painted-on eyebrows, placed her folk prongs down

in the center of her plate. “Yes, I agree.  Cille, you could talk about the financial end of the

business while August can talk about dealing with the students.”

I chimed in, “Oh, we really don’t have much to tell.  It’s just a little business that seems

to run itself,” and I smiled at Cille.

“She’s right, we really aren’t as together as you think.  You’re kind to suggest that,

Ruthie.”  Cille put her fork down beside the tuna salad, prongs down.

Ruthie cleared her throat before speaking. “Now, I love gardening, but I don’t run a

business. August, here, has started growing potted plants, and her yard looks like the cover on a

Home and Garden Magazine.”  I avoided making eye contact with Cille. Instead, I watched the

young waiter with his stack of plates press his back against the kitchen door and push it open. He

did a quick twist on his toe, circling into the back.  There was a smoothness about it, the timing

of him stepping back onto his toes, one foot coming around, then the even pivot on the balls of

his feet, the plates never shifting on themselves.

“August.”  Cille had her purse over one shoulder.  “Ready to play?”

Cille and I sauntered into the vacant lounge as if we didn’t have all of next month’s travel

plans to take care of at the school.  Ever since she had changed our normal sail route from Key

West/Mexico to the ABC islands and then home via the Windward Passage Cille has done
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nothing but run her mouth. I was left to plan the trip and teach the girls how to crew a sloop.  I

poured myself a cup of coffee at the beverage table and forked out a few pieces of ice into a

highball glass for Cille’s Sprite.  Ruthie played opposite me, and Shay played opposite Cille.

 “August, that was a bad tumble. I am glad you did not twist your ankle.” Ruthie licked

one finger and placed a seven card down.

“When did you fall?” Cille had been holding her cards with her left hand to hide her nail.

She laid an eight card down quickly with her right hand, then placed her hand in her lap.

“This morning. It’s really nothing.” I placed a ten card down on the pile.

I’d developed a habit of watching Shay, waiting for her to blink. Sometimes she seemed

to go four or five minutes with her mascara eyelashes wide open. She quickly laid a ten down on

top of mine. “Last week my niece fell in the kitchen, just slipped on the wet floor and had to

have six stitches across her chin. My sister, Eileen, took her out of school until it healed, thank

God. Even with that clear thread, you could see where the skin was raised.”

“Poor thing.” Ruthie licked her finger, laid down a two card. “I hope they take her to a

surgeon. She’s at that age where a little nick or scratch can make a girl completely self-

conscious. And she’s a living doll.”

Shay finally blinked her heavy black eyelashes. “She was nominated as a homecoming

candidate, and she’s only a junior. Eileen said it was the first time in the history of the school.”

Ruthie sipped from her glass of ice water. “When you were Oyster Queen, were you

more concerned with your appearance, more than you are now?”

For the ten years following my royal march across that flat bed trailer I volleyed men like

tennis balls. Good men. Rich men. Never marrying one of them, because when you live on an

island the good ones get married or move away. A woman who wants to be sexually active has to
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be brave. Take chances. Compromise her standards. “It was more important then, if that’s what

you mean.” Cille squished my foot under the table, the same foot with the throbbing big toe.

The young waiter entered carrying a tray of martinis. His face scanned the room of

women, started toward Miss Shepard and Miss Peach’s table, then he stopped and turned toward

the table near the window overlooking the bay, to Mallory and Rose Harris. Cille finally decided

on a card and laid it down.  “When did you fall?”

I’d re-worded in my head all morning just in case. Oh, I tripped on the front porch. You

know me, early in the morning before that first cup of coffee!

“Poor thing. She tripped over a beautiful potted red begonia. If the pot had not been terra

cotta she would have kicked a field goal across the yard.” Ruthie smiled, with teeth this time,

amused at making a joke.

“A begonia?” Cille slapped her cards together and laid then face down on the table.

Tuesday started with me tripping over a bromeliad arrangement, a tiny porcelain lizard

taking cover under the leaves.  When I got to the Jeep I found another “Thinking Of You” card

under one wiper blade.  The overpowering aroma of watermelon air-freshener made me

nauseous.  Yet, had one of my past boyfriends acted this way, doting on me and sneaking around

to perform deeds of passion, I would not have had a problem with bromeliads and Johnny-Jump-

Ups.  The offerings made it easy to dislike him.

Cecilia glimpsed over her newspaper when I walked into the office.  “Clingy Boy already

called looking for you. Call him back—now—and tell him once and for all.”  She continued

reading the business page.  “He needs to understand the difference between the August

Doolittle’s and the Ben Stock’s of the world.”
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I dialed his home number, drumming my fingers on the rotary dial while it rang. He

sounded as if I woke him up.

“Ben? We need to talk.”

“How about dinner this Friday night, my place?” His voice was strong but with a little

squeak from his apparent nervousness.  “I got the night off. I know you have been busy, but I

haven’t seen you in weeks.” And then it was, “How do you feel about a little stroll along the

beach afterwards?” and “Would you prefer to pack some sandwiches and drive down to the state

park with my Celestron and do some stargazing?”

“I’ll just pick up a pizza. Really.”  Cecilia pointed the pencil at me that she had been

tapping non-stop on her desk.  “I do need to get down to the docks to meet the girls for their

morning sail.”

“I’ll just throw something together, ok?” Cecilia raised her eyebrows and mouthed the

words: “Do it.”  I reached down into the bottom drawer of my desk for the bottle of extra-

strength Tylenol. He kept rambling about how he’d sliced his hand open on an oyster shell, how

he thought he’d never stop bleeding, but how he was macho enough that he wouldn’t need

stitches. “You are very confused, and I apologize if I’ve done something to give you the idea I

was interested in something more.” Pleased, Cecilia got up to check on the crew outside

scrapping barnacles off of Ambition.

“Something more than what?”

“Look, we’ll talk about it Friday. I’m sorry.”

When Cille strutted into the lobby of the yacht club where I was waiting for her she

handed me a slip of paper with a poem written on it. “I found this under your wiper blade.” I

recognized Ben’s handwriting from all the cards he’d sent.  He’d written the poem with a
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calligraphy pen on heavy ivory-colored parchment paper. It was a sad, sad excuse for a love

poem. Had Ben not used the word “beautimous” in the first line and the word “resplendent”

toward the end, perhaps this poem might have been just the thing to blow my heart in his

direction.  We both saw Ruthie coming up the walkway at the same time. Cille grabbed the

paper, but I wouldn’t let go, and the paper split in half.  After Ruthie bid us hello and walked up

the steps to the ballroom, Cille pulled me into the dining room.

“I thought you were going to take care of this.”

She gave me the other half of the poem. “I’m trying.”

“You will take care of this. No excuses. This is all your fault. Ben is obsessed beyond

normal obsession, and we are both going to be thrown out of the league.”

“You’re overreacting. So I’m single. So I lose focus. Can’t a woman let her guard down

for one lousy night? Does she have to be become instant stalker material or be persecuted by a

non-profit organization? The recipient of potted plants?  Her hedge shaped like a character at the

Disney Park?”

“Yes, but you can’t have him sneaking around this yacht club, the Bunker’s legacy to

society—the Commander’s Palace of Mossy Key. Besides, you only have yourself to blame,

little sister. You knew what you were getting into.”

“I had no idea oyster shuckers could be so hard headed. Go figure.”

“Well, if Ruthie finds out we’re both going to be shucked.”

Cille finished her prepared speech and sat down beside at me at the head banquet table. I

stood at the podium, in front of the league and the elder women of the club.  I talked about how

we were finishing up the last of the tasks on our 34 foot Swan, Ambition, the one we would crew

with the students to Bonaire, Aruba, possibly the Turks and Caicos. When I started to explain the
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tragedy we encountered the year before, Georgina slipping right off during a tack and dangling

from the lifelines and kicking the hull, Shay passed this piece of paper taped in the middle to

Mallory. Mallory read it, her face going completely glum, then she passed it to Miss Peach, to

Miss Shepard, to Rose Harris who passed it to Ruthie Bunker.  Ruthie slipped it in her purse

without reading it. I quickly closed my loosely prepared speech and sat down beside Cille who

was smiling brightly.

“Little sister, I’m so proud of you.”

All I could do was nod. Gulp my water.

# # #

Thursday, Ben hung a stag horn fern on my porch, folks.

# # #

I drove down Fan Palm Circle, again noting the Dead End sign, and then sat in Ben’s

driveway while re-applying lipstick, powdering my cheeks, and running a comb through my hair.

For twenty-four hours I’d chewed antacid pills and swallowed them down with Brandy

Alexanders.

So I walked up to his doorstep, which by the way I noticed doesn’t have any potted

plants.  He lived in one of the older brick beach homes on Mossy Key.  Although his front yard

is made up mostly of sand, I believed a person could walk through it and not get one sand spur.

It was the cleanest sand I’d ever seen on the island; I guessed he probably raked it. His Shelby

Mustang sat under a tin roof carport. The water hose was rolled up nice and neat in a wide clay

pot, and the shoes at his side door were lined up a little too perfectly.
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“You’re early. Come on in.” He had the door standing wide open before I even got up the

steps. I could only imagine him peering through the blinds for the last hour waiting for me to

arrive.

“Really? I thought I was late.” He was wearing a cologne I found sexy and showing off

his dark, tan legs in a pair of those shorts the fisherman wear, you know with the five-hundred

pockets.  I found it painfully sad that someone so good looking would shuck oysters for a living.

“I was just about to take the quiche out of the oven. Would you like a glass of wine? Or

perhaps something a little stronger? I have vodka, rum, whiskey, and your favorite—tequila.”

“Water. Just water.”

He walked over to his own personal water cooler with a glass.  “So, what do you think of

the place? You’ve never been to my pad.”

I took the glass from him and wandered around his den, feeling the cool terrazzo floor

through my thin sandals. He’d lined up Blue Angel model airplanes on a book case, a framed

print of the Blue Angels in a V formation, the Blue Angel videotape collection, and a Blue Angel

throw across the back of his couch. It was the kind of place I could get bored with, quick.

 “Hmmm,” I muttered, realizing how obsessing must have always come easy to him. “I

take it you like the Blue Angels?”

“I think they are amazing to watch. My friend Reinhardt is on a waiting list to go up, he

says it’ll be about four years, but it’s worth the wait. But if I ever got the chance to fly in one of

those I’d probably throw up on myself.”

When he sat me down at the dining room table and left to bring dinner in, I waffled

between giving myself a pep talk and just bolting for the front door.  It was a thought, and

certainly a plan I was justified in debating for it made more sense than the plan I had—to make
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myself throw up the first chance I had and go home early.   But, I had to keep reminding myself

that this was the only way.  Ben leaned over me and began to shovel out a piece of quiche, but

something was wrong because it fell onto my plate all gooey. “I’m sorry. I must not have read

the recipe right.  I think we’re having quiche soup.” The disappointment showed in his eyebrows

and the edges of his eyes.  I almost cried when he went for the ladle.  The little white candles

positioned on either side of the breadbasket were dripping wax madly all over his plastic

tablecloth. I hoped it would all catch on fire. When he finally squirmed into his chair across from

me he had this grin on his face like he’d performed some great feat. And perhaps he had because

he’d made the bread himself, and it tasted heavenly, and he had a single white rose sitting beside

a wine glass of chardonnay.

“If this tastes as bad as it looks, I’ll call out for a pizza, Auggie,” he said, and then he

batted his eyelashes at me.

“I’m hungry. Let’s eat.” I began to eat quickly in anticipation.  The quiche tasted like

cheese soup with bacon chips, and the salad was warm.  But Ben was not eating, just staring to

see if the meal pleased me.

“You are beautiful. May I come over there and kiss you?”

Almighty, I almost spewed my mouthful of lettuce across the table. I swallowed hard as

soon as I got my breath. “No,” I grunted.

“All right, but I am going to get one kiss before you leave, you know.” I nodded and went

ahead eating.  I cleared my plate in record time, no vomiting, and he was carefully leveling off

each spoonful and slurping carefully, tasting every smidgen of cheese and bacon bits.  Then he

lifted a piece of bread to his lips and bit into it like I think he must have wanted to bite into me.
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I folded my napkin and laid it across my plate. “Ben, you have to quit doing things for

me. Like those plants, and my car on Monday. It’s getting out of hand. We aren’t even dating.”

“Well, I wouldn’t try so hard if I knew you loved me back.”

“Ben, how much money do you want to forget I exist?”

He smiled, his face softening almost laughing. “You still want me, don’t you?”

I imagined dragging him down to the bay to choke and drown him. The thought pleased

me. “You are obviously very, very confused. I never wanted you. Not like this.”

Ben stopped in mid-chew. Swallowed hard. He quickly got up, taking my dish and

heading it into the kitchen. He brought out a Key Lime Cheesecake. He’d even cut up little Key

limes for decoration. It could’ve been a pivotal moment in a different relationship. “Look, I’ve

never received a potted plant as a gift before. They were really quite lovely, at least, before they

died. I’m just not a potted plant person. You know, you have to water potted plants, give them

little plant fertilizer sticks, just enough light, mist them with water in a special little plant water

bottle, and I’m no good at remembering things like that. Do you know what I mean, Ben?”

“You mean I should have sent something else?”

I should have hesitated, maybe even said the words softer and more delicate. But I am a

Leo, and Leos are aggressive little things. “I don’t think it would have mattered what you sent,

Ben. Not at all.”

He looked curiously at me as I finished my last bite. I never recalled seeing his face

soften, the skin almost hanging from his cheekbones, like an old man. “But you did feel

something, at first.”

I nodded. “I thought I did.” Then he wiped his mouth, placed his cloth napkin on his

plate, and got up from the table.  He walked me to the front door.  His lips, firm but supple
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against mine, alarmed me.  I parted my own and moved them against his mouth in a seemingly

natural way, pressing them close to his perhaps a bit too forcefully.

There was nothing but a few silly potted plants standing in my way of plastering his body

to the terrazzo floor.  If I were the sort of person that had respect for men like Ben Stock, men

who breathed through their mouth and worked on their own cars in the shade of an palm tree, I

could have told him no—out of respect.

But I’m not that type of person.

“Ben, nothing’s going to change how I feel.”

“I know that,” he lied.

It took me two seconds to decide that, yes, I wanted those big oyster shucker hands all

over my body, prying me open until dawn. I knew that afterwards I’d be tiptoeing through four

a.m. moonlight, holding the door latch as not to make a sound as I closed the door. I’d check the

neighbor’s windows as I passed.  I’d drive back down Fan Palm Circle, imagining what new

burnt love offerings might soon follow.
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Radio Waves

Kenny Maloy

When I got into my red Ford Escort, Skynyrd curled up into little cat ball in the backseat;

I rolled up the window enough she wouldn’t escape. I pulled off my drawstring shorts, Mullet

Radio t-shirt, and underwear. Passing the business district I waved to Gwynn setting out dollar

baskets of shells in front of her shell shop. I passed the Catch 22 Seafood Market, my taped radio

segment playing over the Sparkomatic radio system, and scooted along about 35 miles an hour

with the breeze whipping through the crack I’d left in the window.   From Liberty Street I turned

south down the Avenue of Oaks, waved to Ingrid at the Beach Bagel and turned onto Surf Drive.

I parked at the laundromat across from the newly remodeled beach cottages.  I left the car

running, the heat on high.  Three teenaged girls walked by flipping coins in the air, chatting

about who would play what at Czar’s Arcade down on Liberty.  I slouched down in the seat,

turned my head back toward the open doorway of the laundromat.  The salty fragrance of the

winter gulf had replaced grilled hamburgers and sun tan lotion.

 A motorcycle purred into the lot, oyster shells crunching beneath its wheels. Sitting up

straight again I could see her lavender cottage.  You wouldn’t even know anyone was home. The

motorcycle man rapped on the window. “License and registration, please.”  Then he saw me.

Really saw me.  His face stared in my direction through his mirrored sunglasses, but he pressed

his lips tightly. If I’d known him, or if Mac still worked on the force, perhaps I would have had
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sway.  Thunder crackled to the south, and Skynyrd sharpened her claws in the fabric of the back

seat.

“Officer, I can explain.”  I grabbed the t-shirt from the seat beside me and held it over my

lap.

“You’ll have time on the way to the station.”

I could barely see Wendy’s lavender beach cottage for the rain coming down when a

second officer arrived to drive me to the station.

# # #

“Kenny, you gonna invite me in for some coffee?” Uncle Mac put the Chevy in park on

my driveway and turned off the ignition I pulled open the passenger door.

“The station has been off the air for over twenty-four hours.  The animals have not been

fed.  And I only drink fruit juice and water. Answer your question?” That and I had an

impending desire to slit my throat.

 “You and your animals! If you don’t give me some idea what to think I am going to

think the worst, and I won’t be able to defend you in front of the family. You are going to loose

your driver’s license once and for all if you don’t quit this mess.”

“Like the island is so friggin’ big I need a car. Big deal,” I said trying to be convincingly

apathetic when I climbed out of his truck.  He followed me to the front door.

“For your information the island is so friggin big that now everyone knows about your

habit. Don’t you even care how your mother feels when the clerks at Bayside Grocer’s won’t

make eye contact with her?” One year ago, after the lighting of the Avenue of Oaks ceremony, I

got in my car, disrobed and started the engine when Mac happened to walk by. He didn’t

understand, but he knew enough to believe me harmless in my intentions.
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 “The station is about to lose all its funding. Gerald’s Reef. B-52’s Barbeque. Harbor

Audio and Video. They’ve all cancelled their ads.” I turned the key in the lock and pushed the

heavy door across the thick, avocado colored pile carpet of the hall.

“Are you the one who broke into that lady’s rental?” He glared then followed me into the

studio when I wouldn’t answer. “I can lend you money.”

“I didn’t break in, I swear. You understand. You’re my uncle. You know I have to be

naked to drive. It’s how I cope.” Many moons ago, on our way to little league practice, my

mother swerved her Lincoln to keep from missing a grungy wharf dog.  The Lincoln barreled

down the boat ramp over by the Journey’s End Marina and sunk to the bottom of Whisper Bay.

The incident left my face slightly disfigured—two long gashes crossed with stitch marks where

some surgeon tried to hold my face together.  For the longest time if I got into a moving vehicle

I’d just shake. Doing something distracting, my therapist suggested, might take my mind off the

driving. Like aiming for where you want to throw the ball instead of the focusing your attention

on your pitch.

“I’m not falling for that ‘trust me’ crap.” Mac went straight for the mixer board,

swiveling around in my chair, adjusting the microphone, scanning the play list.  Each time he

had the chance, as if he’d never disclosed the information, Mac would remind me he was in the

radio/TV club in high school. His dark eyes would grow large as biscuits behind his thick

spectacles. “Can I play any song I want?”  he asked.

“If I say yes, will you believe me?”

Mac’s jaw dropped. The skin around his receding hairline began to turn red.  “You are up

to something. What are you trying to hide?”
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“Damn it, I have a radio station to run. This isn’t a playground.” Jimmy, my one eyed

parrot, began squawking. I’d disregarded his behavior, assuming it to be something atmospheric.

At the salt-water aquarium I held fish flakes under the surface, waiting for them to get soggy and

sink. Gloria didn’t like to fight the waves to eat. And Julio had been through enough after a kid

attempted to flush him.

“Just let me pick out some tunes. I can give the time, the weather, and even say

something every once in a while.” Mac flipped some of the switches, pushed the volume up

further than it should be, moved the microphone and tested it with a sequence of breaths.

“Forget it, Mac.”  Jimmy flapped his green feathers drawing my attention to Skynyrd just

below his perch.  She was moving and breathing slowly, crawling toward the one-legged pelican

in its cage.  I rolled her over and she didn’t purr or rub up against my hand.  I felt inside her ears

and they were hot to the touch.  “Mac, can you run me to the vet?”

Mac stared at Skynyrd, then over toward the console. “I think we can work something

out.”

# # #

I let Skynyrd sleep on my bed since she’d taken the respiratory infection.  Luckily a

dropper of antibiotic in the morning, at noon, and night would cure her fever.  She’d been out

prowling around, the vet assumed, lifting her skirt around the neighborhood. I wasn’t sleepy but I

lay with her on the navy blue comforter and flipped through new equipment pamphlets.  I tried to

decide whether I should change the format back to how it was before I met Wendy, before I’d

gone off in my eighties mode.  She had to know I was the man sitting naked across the street

from her cottage, and I felt quite certain she would never call again even if just last week she had

vaguely deemed us soul mates.
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We both still owned the Rolling Stones record with the zipper on the cover, and we both

mixed milk into our orange juice. The first time Wendy called the station she requested Thunder

Island by Jay Ferguson, which just so happens to be one of my all time favorite songs. We might

argue about the lyrics to a song or share memories of the first time we ever heard Sweet Home

Alabama (she was on the Music Express at Miracle Strip Amusement Park in Panama City for

her fifteenth birthday, and I was in my mom’s bathroom watching a wounded bird roll around on

a heating pad). We’d talk for a few minutes at first, then longer sessions running up to an hour,

her commenting on the fact I was all alone in the studio and she was all alone in the summer

cottage, waiting for her husband to finally arrive.  She was married and only here for vacation.  I

had no plans to leave.

I’d never made love in all my twenty-nine years, but I told her Bad Company’s Feel Like

Making Love would be playing the first time—no doubt. I couldn’t believe I tol dher. She said

the Pina Colada Song made her want to dance, but that Pink Floyd was the best to make love to. I

could hear authority in her voice. I told her I was a night owl. She said she was a night owl, too.

That and a sex kitten.

“I have a kitten,” I told her. “And a parrot that tells dirty jokes in Mexican.  Its name is

Julio. And a wounded one-legged pelican named Allman. Two turtles, J.T. and Carly.  A tank

full of South American fish, all appropriately named: Flaco, Carlos, and Gloria.  One older cat:

Skynyrd.”

“I’d like to meet the parrot,” she whispered. “Will it talk dirty to me?”

“It depends on the atmospheric conditions.  Everything does, like whether or not Fred at

Treasure Bay Boats sixty miles down the coast will pick up my station, for example. Or how fast
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your cake cooks. It’s all atmospheric. Think about it next time you get a headache. And of

course, there’s the water table and sun spots to consider.”

“Is my sex drive affected by these things?”

“Yes. But the water table would be irrelevant with something like that, I think.  I

wouldn’t rule out sunspots, though. They are unpredictable.”

I wanted to sit in a booth at the Wheelhouse with her and share a plate of fried cheese

sticks, but she was married. And I had just over a month before I’d get my license back.  Stuck

on a ten mile island (five miles of which is a state park) without a driver’s license for a month

makes life somewhat colorless.  And with few listeners calling in requests, especially Jay

Ferguson, I felt compelled to pursue her. When she called it off, I felt compelled to drive to her

house, but not compelled enough to get out and cross the street. So I lingered too long outside the

laundromat.

I built Mullet Radio alone, and that should tell you something about my bond with music.

Wendy has this same relationship with music, and together, over the telephone late at one night,

we re-formatted my station, called it “Lost in the Classic Rock Eighties.”

So when the phone rang that evening that Skynyrd was sick, my one eyed parrot

squawking loudly, I had trouble hearing Nick from the bait shop on the other end.

“Sorry. Can you repeat?” I asked.

“Boy, can the crap and put back on the sap.” I was confused. “About this new program

you got going on at night, it just ain’t what the town wants to listen to.  The same people that

listen to your Soft Surf are the same people that come to buy bait and fishing supplies.  But that

music you just started playing is for the beer drinkers that work at the mill, boy.” Nick was my
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biggest customer. He did a spot each week called Hooked in the South. He kept the fisherman

advised as to where and when the fish were hitting. They believed him.

“Thanks, Nick. I think you may be right. I’ll give it some thought.”

Afterwards I stretched out on my king sized bed, Skynyrd curled up tight near my head,

and the rhythm of the waves from the bay trying so hard to put me to sleep.  There were no

sounds of wave whacking jet skis, no marine patrol boats touring the shoreline. I counted the

repetitious splashes instead of sheep. When I reached one hundred I started from one again.

She called at 12:34. “Kenny?  I need to talk to you.”  Her voice was trembling.

“What do you need?” I said it too harshly, meaning to come across aloof, but instead I

ended up sounding vicious.

“I know this sounds crazy. But I need to talk to you. It’s my husband.”

“But what about the other day?”

“Oh, I know you’ve been avoiding my phone calls.  I must seem like some crazy woman

calling. You’re the easiest person to talk to, and you kept me from playing solitaire dominoes

while I waited by myself over Thanksgiving. ”  She hadn’t known I’d gotten arrested. That I was

naked outside her house.

“Well, what did you want to talk about?”

“My husband will be in day after tomorrow. I may never get to meet you if I don’t do it

tomorrow.”

“I thought you said calling it off would be best, before we got too involved.” I’d already

agreed that MacMillan could run the board and there was the fact I still couldn’t legally drive.

And Mac would figure out who she is—who she’s married to—and he’d really have my hide.

“I changed my mind.  I’ll meet you at your place around three.” And she hung up.
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# # #

“I’m very sorry.  I’m sure there’s some way I can cancel my advertising contract

somehow.”  Daphne, another of my advertisers, was pulling out.  I’d parked myself in the

lounger between the sliding glass door and the mixer, holding a cold rag to my forehead.  Mac

had been playing Motown music all morning, calling his show “Kiss My Ass Radio.” I couldn’t

stop him. He did help me save Skynyrd’s life.  I suggested the title “Motown Madness,” but he

declined.

“Sounds too conservative.”

The phone rang again. Incapable of listening to one more advertiser pull out I let the

phone ring, the little red phone light blinking away as if throbbing to the beat of  “Let’s Get It

On.” Without Mac I would have had my license revoked for much longer than one month, but

when he got up from the mixer to go into the bathroom I couldn’t stop myself.  I latched the

padlock that I’d installed when I wanted to punish Patsy, my Irish setter, when she peed on the

carpet. Mac tried to jiggle the doorknob. I leaned close to the door and said, “You understand

why I’m doing this, so just give me about thirty minutes.  No harm done.”

I was surprised how calmly he spoke. “Kenny, if you don’t let me out I’m taking you in

for an evaluation.”

I had to chuckle. “If that’s the way you want to be, I just won’t let you out.”

“Kenneth, I’m counting to ten.  One. Two. Three.” I put the Maestro on random play and

I could still hear him counting when I exited the garage door.  I slipped off my khaki shorts and

Mullet Festival t-shirt in the front seat of his truck.  Then I parked the truck two blocks up the

road.  Then I pulled back on my clothes and waited for Wendy under the carport so she wouldn’t

have to come inside and hear Macmillan screaming.
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She parked her Duster beside the Escort. “I’m late.” She shook her long red hair loose

from a barrette. “My car died at a stop light and I had to get someone to jump start me.”  She

wiped the sweat off her face with a scratchy napkin she’d pulled out of her pocket.

“I just walked outside.” She put her cigarette out on the driveway.

“Is this what you thought I’d look like?” she asked. I squinted between sunrays to get a

good look at her.  It had been trying to rain off and on all morning. She put a hand on one hip

and pointed a broad shoulder toward me. “Or did you expect someone thinner with blonde hair?”

“No, you’re fine.”

She was squinting. “You aren’t at all what I thought you’d look like.  I think that’s true in

radio, isn’t it?  The voice never matches the face.” Her eyes lit up. “Not that you are unattractive,

just that I thought you’d be more athletic.  And taller.  Maybe without glasses. But then, my idea

of you kept changing the more I talked to you. Do you know what I mean?”

I half-smiled, not sure exactly if she liked the way I looked or if she were trying to think

of some reason to leave.  “What made you decide to meet me after all?”

“We talked so much over the phone, we ought to say goodbye before I left town. I just

didn’t want to leave with this silence between us.” She pulled out the napkin again, wiped her

neck, her shoulders underneath her shirt. “Why don’t you invite me inside?”

I thought for a minute, trying to think of some original excuse to stay outside away from

Mac. “I love the air right before it rains. All those positive ions floating around.”

 “I knew you were going to say that.” She slid a cigarette out of the pack and tapped it on

the hood of her Duster.  “It has something to do with my husband.  You see, I thought that I’d

really messed up one time.  He found out I slept with our air conditioner man.” She lit her

cigarette and took a puff. “Correction. I had a six-month love fest with our air conditioning man,
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and come to find out, we could have saved hundreds of dollars if we’d switched to central heat

and air.  Monty is such an old fashioned guy, even with his business sense, he couldn’t see the

advantage in switching.” She paused and hoisted herself up on the hood of the car, crossed her

legs. “Anyway, I felt bad about the a/c man, but since I made the call to switch to central heat

and air, I saved us hundreds, maybe thousands, down the line.” A cloud overhead blocked the

sun, making it feel like early evening.  Thunder crackled like a sheet ripping badly.  The wind

picked up suddenly, and we could see the wall coming from the far shore across the bay and

turning the water into a field of white caps. A cop car circled the block. I couldn’t see Mac’s

truck from where I was standing.  I made a mental note to trim back the oleander bushes.  Then I

started thinking about Macmillan back in my bathroom reading Cat Fancy.  From time to time

I’d smile big at Wendy, thinking about how much trouble I would be in once I got back inside.

So she took another drag off her cigarette, her red hair tumbled from behind her ear. It brushed

against the cigarette leaving an ashy trail in the strands.  I quickly swiped the ashes from her hair.

It was coarse, like wire, and the color reminded me of copper tubing.

Drops of rain fell to the right and left of us. Raising her eyebrows she said, “You never

invited me inside.”

We entered the studio from the sliding glass door.  The system was playing a random

selection: “Angel” by Rod Stewart, and I pushed the volume way up. When I turned around from

locking the door she was leaning against the mixer board, her shirt pulled off exposing a lacy

see-through hot pink bra.  Her shorts were unbuttoned and unzipped, folded over to reveal a

small hot pink “v” of underwear.   “Kenny, take off your clothes.”  I pulled off my Mullet Radio

t-shirt, my khaki elastic-waisted shorts, and my shoes.  Before I could get my socks off she was

pulling me toward her and reaching down to pull off my Fruit of the Loom.  I didn’t know where
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to reach first. Even though her hand was searching around—well, you know—I felt like I didn’t

have permission to just go touching her wherever I wanted.

When she finally held my hands up to her bra I just leaned into her, both my hands stiff

around the hot pink cups.  The same time we were moving somehow, and she knew just where to

put those wide hips.  Her full lips covered mine leaving little for me to do but pucker. She

snapped her fingers to the music, jerking her arms as if she were dancing to a Latin tune.  Her

hips twitched, a fantastic dance full of shifting wet skin.

Afterwards, we lay there on the floor of the studio in front of the uncurtained sliding

glass window. The rain had moved along toward Port Joseph.  We’d christened the swivel chair,

the mixer board, the recliner, and the small file cabinet.  She asked if I would play Billie

Holiday.

“You saved money with the a/c man. But how are you going to justify a love affair with

me?”

She rolled over on her side, lit a cigarette and hummed along with Holiday in her

throatiest voice.  The air in the studio was hot, even if the rain had just cooled everything down. I

couldn’t think what to do, who to tell, how to stop it.

“My husband’s company, they are going to hit the city counsel, show them just how

much gold is hidden under these buildings. As the town sells out, one by one, the rest will

follow. They want to make the last, stubborn few, feel like outsiders. They have a four-step plan.

Plain and simple.” She ran a freckled hand across the pale skin of my stomach.  “Is that

justification for a year or two of raunchy sex, or what?”

Just before she pulled away in her car she promised to call next time she came to town.

Excess rainwater gurgled, funneling into a nearby storm drain.
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When I got inside Mac was banging on the door, shouting a muffled, “You are going to

be so sorry.”  I dialed the combination of the lock. When I let him out he pinned me to the

ground and locked my arms behind me.

“You’ve gone too far this time.” I heard the clink of handcuffs.

“Will you let me explain?” I tried twisting away from him, rolling underneath the consol.

“Just give me a second, please.”

Mac latched one handcuff around my wrist and one to the leg of the desk.  “It’s just that,

if I tell you, then I might be getting someone in trouble they don’t need to be in.”

“Either way, you gonna let me finish my show, boy.”  After he skootched the chair up to

the consol I could hear clicking where he was programming in some more songs.  “Afternoon

folks. After some technical difficulty, Kiss My Ass Radio is back on the air. Huuuuh!”  Kool and

the Gang reverberated throughout the room. Macmillan, dancing with his headset on, ignored the

flashing red light signaling an in-coming call. He just kept sticking his neck out like a duck and

moaning the words to “Let’s Groove Tonight.” After a set of Lionel Ritchie, Gladys Knight, The

Supremes, and Earth, Wind and Fire, Macmillan fell back in the chair and pulled his headphones

off. “I don’t believe you are crazy, Kenny. You’re just mixed up a bit. You gonna let me help

you, or are you gonna lock me in the bathroom again?”  Macmillan leaned down and unlatched

the cuff from around my wrist. I rubbed the red indention in my skin.

Mac leaned across the desk to pick up the receiver. “Hello? Yes, this is Officer

Macmillan. Have you been listening all day?” Mac nodded and smiled to himself, closing his

eyes and moaning.  “I will let him know.”
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Mac put the phone down and rocked in the chair.  “That was Miss Ruby. She says she

wants me to do the show more often.” He chewed a toothpick I didn’t remember him having

before. “What do you say to that?”

“Ok, if I don’t tell you anything, and you just forget what happened, you can come down

on your day off and I’ll give you three hours of air time.”

“Three hours? Who do you think I am?  I was very popular; you should have heard the

calls I got before I got locked up in the bathroom with a stack of feline magazines.  Ned called

from the bait and tackle store and wants to run some ads again.  Says he never should have

pulled out.  Hanna and Joseph called from Paradise Pontoons and they want to run a full six-

month advertisement.  And Ned wanted me to tell you that you never should have changed the

format.  Says it really was the only bad decision you ever made.”

We both sat watching the sun begin to sink into a pool of lemon sky, distracting drivers

as they drove home from work, begging children to stop, walk out to the shore and watch for the

sky works to begin reflecting off the distance rain clouds.

“So, I guess I’ll be back Saturday.  Do you want me to bring lunch?”

“I can cook. It’ll be nice to have you around. Can get some cleaning done, walk the dog,

and I haven’t made lasagna in years. It’s hard to cook for one person.”

Mac just nodded and then turned to the on air board and clicked a button.

Somewhere close, anchored in Mullet Bayou, the halyards on a sailboat seemed to chime

the five o’clock hour, its rigging wires slap slap slapping the metal mast with chiming

repetitions.  The sunset wasn’t nearly as vibrant as it would be in the spring, bouncing a

spectrum of color against the cinder block homes, the mirror that is the bay, and the backs of

dolphins coming up for air.  It had been years since I’d gone swimming at sunset, I thought,
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swimming through waves of indigo and smooth pink-gray valleys of water.  I’d have to go soon,

before the water got too cool. The lights along the causeway came on slowly, a dim arrow

pointing northwest along the bay.  Headlights crawled across from Mossy Key to the mainland

one by one—locals headed toward the new Wal-Mart in Port Joseph for space heaters, the super

buffet on Indian Summer Boulevard, maybe even some expensive condo art.

Mac’s teeth glistened when he signed off.  “I hope you enjoyed listening to the tunes.

And remember, if you don’t like the weather, wait five minutes. You are in Mossy Key, Florida,

folks. It will change.”
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Concrete Chickens

Darrell McKinley

I tried cranking my Ford pick-up, again. Its engine coughed rude remarks in the cold hour

and then finally turned over with a half-awake sputter. I drove the pine tree bordered clay road,

wiping the fogged windshield with a flannel shirt I had dug out from under my seat.  The

defroster, the fuel gauge, the speedometer—all of them needed fixing.  But if duct tape couldn’t

fix it then it wasn’t getting fixed this month. I hoped Harding would be awake and waiting for

me by the road.  About every other time I pick up the rich bastard from the Sugar Lake Inn to put

him on some deer he isn’t even awake, and when the asshole finally gets it together it’s daylight.

Then I’d have to make an unexpected trip in the late afternoon when the deer would be walking

again.  Rich bastard. And half the time he doesn’t even want to pay me.  For three hunting

seasons I had made the trip up to Sugar Lake to put rich old bastards on the best deer in North

Florida. I could’ve been happy, made a fine living even, hunting deer all alone in the forests

along the coast and selling the meat for profit; but everyone hunted in the Panhandle, and the San

Bar deer were being well sought after.

As I passed through Mossy Key I wished the Southern Rose Kitchen were open.  I

could’ve used a cup of black coffee, but the restaurant didn’t open until five.  That’s when Kenna

would park outside and begin serving pancakes, fried eggs, and inbred biscuits six inches wide.

The patrons would come for the food, but they would remember the way she never had to ask if
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they were drinking de-caf or regular.  But I knew she wouldn’t be thinking about me when she

stepped out of her car.  Not after the incident the day before.

Kenna had been smiling as if she’d won the blue ribbon for her pot bellied pig at the

county fair, just talking away on the phone and twirling the phone cord around her fingers. I

poured a glass of iced tea and spread the newspaper on the sofa. When she hung up she wouldn’t

say who she was talking to, so I explained how that kind of bullshit wasn’t going to help us get

back together.

“We are divorced, Darrell. You don’t live here anymore, remember? So quit walking in

this house like you do.” But it wasn’t like we’d been divorced long. Six months is all. “Darrell,

leave my house key on the coffee table,” her voice quivered, almost unrecognizable.

I quit reading the Big Bass weigh-ins and looked up from the paper and told her it wasn’t

right to go opening her mouth like that, burning bridges when she might want to cross them

again.

“You’re not a bridge, you are a blocked off construction area. That person on the phone

was D-Wayne Pincher, and for your information we’re going out now.”

 “Kenna, if you do, I ain’t ever taking you back, woman.”

“Darrell McKinley, do you know where the full length mirror is in this house?”

I looked around to see if she’d learned how to use a Phillips head yet. “Go stand in front of it.

You ain’t no prize. Go on home, now.”

Later, the strong winds from the gulf slammed against the rattletrap trailer so hard I

couldn’t stay asleep. I got in the truck and drove back over. After pulling Kenna’s warm sheets

back I heard the hammer of her Ruger 38mm cock in the darkness. I’d bought that gun for her
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myself.   “Kenna, you wouldn’t pull the trigger. And if you did you couldn’t aim straight enough

to hit me.”

“Like hell—I’d try my damndest. And leave that house key on the dinner table on your

way out like I asked you to.” So I went back to the trailer and stayed up watching The Outlaw

Josie Wales and part of Cool Hand Luke. Then I picked up the phone and called her.

“Kenna, just tell me what’s so great about D-Wayne.”

“He doesn’t call me at three in the morning.”

# # #

I pulled a can of Copenhagen from the door pocket and slid a wad of the moist brown

grains into the side of my mouth. I brushed the remaining crumbs off of my hand and onto the

flannel shirt under the seat as I turned onto the main road leading up to the Sugar Lake R&R

ranch house.

The headlights beamed into the dense fog of the morning and lit up the sign for the turn,

swirls of painted ivy encircled the words “Sugar Lake Inn.”  I turned onto Linger Longer Road,

the headlights barely reaching the tops of the pines that rose like a rack of ribs along both sides

of the road.  Harding stood on the front porch, his rifle like an unnecessary crutch.  Harding

never called me by my name, just called me boy, except the word ran off his tongue more like

“boa.”   He trotted down to the truck before it stopped moving. He was bigger than me, built like

a tractor.

I noticed Harding’s new camouflage pants, super insulated bug jacket, matching bug

repellent gloves, boots not even broken in yet, binoculars hanging around his neck, and his new

camouflaged “outback” hat.  Before Harding secured his gun in the rack I asked him if he’d put

on the safety.
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“Yeah,” he said, but when I checked before stowing it in the rack I found the safety was

not on.  “Boa, how many do you think I’ll shoot today?”

Driving back down the road I pushed the window down with the palm of my hand flat

against the glass—one of the things duct tape couldn’t fix. “Florida says you’re only allowed one

a day,” and I spat a wad of wasted tobacco out the window and pushed the glass back up with my

palm.

 “Well, if we only get one this morning we can go back this afternoon. You don’t mind

bending the law a little. You keep the meat and I keep the antlers.” I hated having to lie to the

game warden for these assholes, but I didn’t mind taking their money.

I didn’t want to make plans with Harding that afternoon. I needed to talk to Kenna again.

I needed to make her understand that I wouldn’t put up with her seeing another man, because

things with us had gotten better. Just one week before Kenna made me spaghetti from deer

sausage in exchange for me helping her light the pilot on the hot water heater. The third time we

were separated she called me at two a.m. just to come light the pilot light on the furnace. She’d

once said it was the way I moved in the house, knew where the lighter was kept, and explained

step by step how to keep from catching the house on fire that got us back together that time.

“Well, I can probably shoot three or four this week before I head home.” Harding

energetically added, “Boa, I am ready to kill some DEER!”

I knew Harding was a lousy shot. Once Harding fired once into the morning air the deer

wouldn’t even think about coming back until late in the evening, if ever.  I stuck another dip in

the side pocket of my mouth.

Harding, Grant and I somehow managed to squeeze into the deer condominium, watching

over the wall toward the green grass plot in front of us. Harding finally quit squirming and stood
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still. He wanted someone to videotape him shooting the deer, like on the Outdoor Channel, so

Grant agreed for a nice sum of cash. Grant made contorted faces behind Harding’s back hoping

to make me laugh, but I kept a straight face. The sounds in the forest filtered up through the

hole—a crackle from a squirrel, the shifting of the pine branches.

Grant leaned against the rear wall, steadying the heavy camera on his right shoulder and

chewing a toothpick.  Harding asked him, “What do you do for a living, boa?”

“I weld—anything from the crack of dawn to a broken heart.” Grant looked over at me,

laughing. “Ain’t that right, hoss?”

Right then a deer stepped out into the green, strutting like a prize.  Grant began filming, I

could hear him breathing behind me.  Harding moved quick, lifting the gun to his eye. I put my

hand up where Harding could see it, my gesture to wait.  A doe waltzed onto the green followed

by two fawns lightly frosted with spots.  Just behind the buck the momma deer crossed into the

brush, but the fawn crept closer to the stand, munching on thin blades of grass.  Harding

clenched his jaw, ready to shoot, but I nodded meaning that we had to wait for the buck to come

back alone.  When finding the deer became easy for me, I’d wait to shoot until the last possible

moment. I’d go where the animals were more unpredictable, more of a challenge, and I’d get into

the deer’s head, sit for weeks, even months, just to determine their routines.  I looked for tracks

along the clay road leading over to the abandoned pecan orchard, hiked the land searching for

deer droppings on the ground and their scrapings on the trees and searched for the flat spots in

the pine straw where they’d sleep.

The fawns crept closer, nibbling sprigs of green, then stopped below us and lay down.

Aw, Jesus, I thought, and began breaking small limbs off of the pine branch above the stand.

When I dropped the sticks they landed just beside the fawn, but the animals wouldn’t move.  I
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swiveled a couple of pinecones loose from their branches and dropped them on the animals.

Shit.

Grant turned to face me with the camera. “Can I record you doing that, Darrell?”

Harding shook his rifle and nodded, meaning he wanted to shoot them.  I gave him the

look that translated to: “You do and I’ll shoot you and bury your ass out here.” Harding

reluctantly lowered his gun.

I let out a cow-like sound to call the doe closer to look for her yearlings.  I wanted

mamma to get the babies out of the green and get the buck back in sight.  I looked blurry-eyed at

Harding who had started lighting a cigarette.  “What the hell are you are doing, Harding?”

“I saw this on a hunting show once. The doe will smell the smoke and think it’s a fire and

come get her babies.”

Dumb bastard, I thought.  “Put that out. Don’t burn my stand down.”

The doe waltzed back into the field and saw her babies.  Harding lifted his gun sloppy

and noisily.  She stared straight ahead, her eyes large and aware. Before I could get the words

out, Harding was looking through his scope; he had her pegged and had released the safety.  He

pulled the trigger, nailing her in her upper right leg leaving a tiny black hole.  The deer jumped

and sprang into the bushes as Harding pulled the trigger again, shooting blindly. “Wait!” I said,

grabbing Harding’s Bug Tamer jacket with one hand and the barrel of the rifle with the other.

Then Harding released the gun and opened the hatch to run after it.

 “What do you want to do, scare the thing so far into the woods you can’t find it? Wait

for it to bleed to death.”

“Boa, I know what I’m doing.”  Harding started down the ladder and stopped, looking

back up at Grant. “Did you get that shot on tape, son?”
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It wasn’t even doe season, and if I got caught I’d not only lose my hunting license but I’d

be fined.  I scanned the condominium for the cigarette. “Harding, what did you do with that

cigarette?”

“It’s up there somewhere,” he yelled as he traipsed off into the brush.

Grant and I stared at each other.  “Well, he probably put it out. I don’t see it up here.”  I

searched the overgrown bushes around the stand and then moved on farther out, kicking up pine

straw, searching just in case the cigarette was still lit when he dropped it. I stood stock-still and

sniffed the air.  But the aroma wasn’t smoke or burnt pine needles. I knew that smell all too well,

and my chaps were in the truck along with my machete.  Grant smelled it, too, for he’d stopped

moving and just stood right below the stand looking at me with his nose in the air.  I backed

against the ladder of the stand, away from the mound of pine straw reeking of snake urine.  Grant

ran down the half-mile trail for the truck and grabbed my bow and the arrows from behind the

seat.  I fastened my chaps around my boots and marched back over to unfinished business,

kicking the pine straw off of a pregnant 8-foot rattlesnake.

“Grant, film this.” I waited until I saw the red light on the recorder come on a I raised the

bow to take aim. “Ever seen anyone kill one with one arrow?” The snake, fully aware of me

poised above her, got ready to strike, its neck erect above the ground, its mouth wide open

exposing white fangs.  I shot the bow but it struck the ground beside the snake. It forced its neck

forward in a half-strike.   I backed up and grabbed another arrow, aimed toward the snake’s head,

and let it rip.  Again, it struck the ground beside the snake spattering a few loose rocks toward its

rattle. I grabbed the last arrow.  “Here, snaky, snaky, snaky.”  I tiptoed around the snake for a

better angle, the snake’s neck pivoting to follow me as I moved.  I aimed the point directly at its

head. Right before I let the arrow go the snake struck at my chaps, it’s teeth crunching the heavy
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plastic.  Startled, I re-aimed quickly and let it arrow go, sending it slicing through the air and

right into the snake’s back leg, so to speak.  The snake coiled and rolled, its mouth open, hissing

bad breath in my direction.

“My man, I don’t think you made a good impression on the little lady. And that just

might have been the last female in town.” I looked toward the pine straw where she’d been lying

and saw the tiny newborn writhing, twisting around each other.

“Did you get that on film?”

Grant handed me the machete and I stood above the snake.  I did the measurements in my

head: 8-foot snake, 4-foot striking distance.  If I swiped the machete, the snake could still latch

onto my arm.  I swiped at the snake’s shoulder area, once, slicing a bush. The second time I re-

aimed and lunged for its neck.  The third time the snake struck again, just missing my forearm.

“Grant, where’s my turkey rifle?”

With the safety released I aimed square in its nose and pulled the trigger, once.  The

snake coiled again, rising and rolling, wringing itself into tight twists, its body still around the

arrow lodged in its body.  I fired again, and then a third time.  When the snake was still I kicked

it and cut off the rattle for a souvenir.

I poked Grant.  “Five dollars and you can tell Amy that you killed it.  And another five

and you can borrow the video camera.” I turned to head back toward the deer stand when I

inhaled it. “Grant, can you smell it?”

 We searched the ground and the bushes. I turned over clumps of pine straw with the toe

of my boot.  It started behind the deer stand in the thick brush.  The flame tickled along the

branch, and then onto several more branches, which caught those surrounding it.  Before Grant

could even get to the truck to find the fire extinguisher (lodged between a car jack and the
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adjustment handle under my seat) the fire spread across the shrubs since Grant and I never got

around to pre-burning.  It burned the pine straw into a red curly hair ground cover.

Harding came traipsing back without his deer to the open blaze.  We both tried stomping

the fire until Grant found the fire extinguisher. Harding caught his boot on fire, and to put it out,

Grant hopped on his foot with his size 10 Redwings.  I poked a stick into the snake and held it

over the dwindling flame.   “Lunch, boys!”

We found the doe in just less than an hour. I cussed Harding under my breath every

second.  While I gutted it, Harding threw up behind a tree from the smell of her innards.  Harding

made something up about being allergic to deer hair. The guts slid out in one clear sack, nature’s

Ziploc, and I tossed it to the ground. By tomorrow it would be gone.

As we covered the deer with a musty camouflage tarp, a helicopter began circling,

swirling the tops of the pines.  I turned Harding. “Look, you say nothing—nothing—about that

deer. I’ll lose my license.”

The game warden, D-Wayne Pincher, pulled up immediately in his Blazer, parked and

left the truck running as he leapt out of the cab.  Behind him, a small fire truck, two forestry

Jeeps and a police officer pulled down the path.  D-Wayne’s hair swept back from his forehead

in a hair sprayed spider web.  His steel toed boots weren’t covered in dried forest muck and the

soles showed no signs of stomping out fires.  “What on God’s green earth are you fools

doing—burning my forest down?”

I loosened my load, shifting my weight to my right leg. “Ain’t no fire here, D-Wayne. I

put it out.”
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I couldn’t fool D-Wayne. He’d seen people, young and stupid, burning down the forests,

scaring raccoons and nice residents for a few years.   “How the hell do you explain a fire in mid-

January?”

Chewing a toothpick out of the side of my mouth, I simply said, “Well, I shot a

rattlesnake longer than your pecker and it just ignited, then I pissed on it to put it out.”

Grant hooted behind me. Harding slapped his hands together, apparently recovering from

his upset stomach.  “Is that so?”  D-Wayne walked over to my truck and leaned against the side

rail, lifted the tarp with one clean, soft hand.  He paused over the doe, nodding his head as if he

had decided something. In a lower voice he started again. “Darrell, I don’t need to remind you

what this could cost you. Here’s the deal.” He dropped the corner of the tarp and adjusted the

waist of his pants. “I’m going to give you a doe tag. On the house. And you’re going to go on

with your life like Kenna never happened. That means no phone calls, no dropping by her

house—”

“Write me up. Fine me.” I stepped into his face. “Suspend me. Or better yet, take away

my license.”

“You don’t know what you are saying. If I wrote you up I’d make sure I did it by the

book.” D-Wayne stepped over to his truck and pulled a green doe tag from the visor.  He held it

out for me.  “Now get the hell out of here. You’ve caused enough trouble for the next year.”

I stared at the thin green tag, which I would eventually attach to the doe’s.  “Kiss my

ass.” I took the tag and spit on the ground by D-Wayne’s spotless right boot.

On the ride back I asked Harding how he wanted the meat cut so he could tell the

processor in town.  “Boa, if you don’t mind, why don’t you just keep the thing.  I don’t think I’ll

be rid this smell for a while,” he said, his clothing smelling of vomit and deer guts.
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I was glad to finally drop him off.  I was surprised Harding tipped me so nicely, but I

figured Harding was so sick from vomiting from the smell of deer innards he didn’t give a damn

if I took his entire wallet.  I knew people like that too well. In a small town like Mossy Key

people find themselves doing and saying things they don’t believe in just to make the electricity

payment.  The doe tag may have meant I could keep making money they way I had for the

fifteen years since high school, but it also translated to this: until I buckled down and signed on

at the mill I’d have to keep giving the assholes what they wanted.

As I passed the Southern Rose I didn’t see Kenna’s car, so I drove by her trailer. When I

got to the end of the pecan orchard, right at the end of her dirt drive, I saw his truck: a brand new

shiny black Ford Ranger 4x4, extended cab, toolbox, CB antenna, and a black lab in the back to

boot.  I backed my truck up slowly and headed back up through the orchard.  The loose tools in

the floorboard rattled as the truck moved down the dirt road.

D-Wayne left in the time it took me to shower and return. I’d dressed up good, too.

Kenna didn’t answer the door. I tried my key but she’d changed the lock.  I went around to the

back door and pulled on the trailer door real hard and it popped open.  Before I could get one

foot in the door I could smell the vase of six red roses and Old Spice.  I caught my reflection in

her full-length mirror.  My blonde ringlet curls hung down the back of my neck, sprouting out of

my Silver Belly Stetson Rancher. I wasn’t as tall as I’d been in high school, but anyone could tell

I’d been very slim.  Kenna once told me she liked the way my faded Wrangler’s fit—snug and

perfect—even if my butt was going a bit flat.

After watching three hours of hunting and fishing on Kenna’s television, I saw the

headlights against the curtains.  I flipped the television off and moved over to the kitchen

window. Kenna pointed toward my truck in its place beside the doghouse. She got out, circled
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the truck and leaned into D-Wayne’s window. She said distinctly, “You go on home. You can

come back over when he leaves.” Then D-Wayne climbed out of the cab and kissed her. And

they didn’t stop. I flew out the front door ready to pull them apart.  Kenna looked up when she

heard the door open and turned around so fast on the heel of her boot that she almost landed

backwards in the azalea bush.  D-Wayne was a nice looking fella.  Dark trim hair, ironed his

preppy looking rodeo shirt, probably ironed his damn jeans. I decked him before he could even

pull his arm back.  Kenna shuddered as if she’d taken a bullet. “You son of a bitch,” she said

right before she lunged for, grabbing my shirt with her nails. D-Wayne flew toward us, thrust

Kenna out of the way, and pulled his arm back so far the snaps on his shirt almost came undone

before he shoved four knuckles into my face.

When I finally got up from the sandy driveway I saw her through the living room

window—through my good eye. She was putting an ice pack on Dwayne’s nose. My shirt felt

soiled with blood.  I balanced myself against Dwayne’s truck, making sure to wipe some blood

and a handful of sand and shards of oyster shell along the slick black paint job. I figured the odds

that Kenna would have anything to do with me after this were slim.  I’d never hit one of her

boyfriends before, but then, she’d never had another boyfriend before.  I staggered up the steps

and pulled the door open.  D-Wayne stood up from the couch and let the ice pack fall on the

carpet. His head almost hit the ceiling.  I was tall, but not that tall.  My cowboy hat had fallen on

the ground somewhere outside, and I stood in the doorway feeling downright naked.

“Darrell, I am going to ask you once very nicely, and then I am going to hit you again,”

he said.

“And I’m only going to tell you once, D-Wayne. Get out of my house. ”
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Kenna pointed her finger at me and started in my direction as if she might stab me with it.

“You’ve been promising to make me chimichangas for five years. I have yet to see one

chimichanga in this house, and you know chimichangas are my absolute favorite food.  But you

ain’t hanging around my house not making me chimichangas anymore.”

“Sometimes you don’t make a lick of sense. Why are we talking about chimichangas?”

“Did you or did you not set the woods on fire today?” I looked over at D-Wayne who

immediately looked away.

“It was an accident.”

“An the doe? Was that another accident?” Her face flushed, eyes started to water. “I

wouldn’t take you back if you were sitting on the nickel table at a garage sale.”

D-Wayne walked over to the doorway. “I tried to do you a favor.”

“I like you, D-Wayne, don’t get me wrong. You remind me a bit of myself when I was

young and stupid.”

“I don’t know what your problem is but I’ll bet it’s hard to pronounce. Before I punch

you again, I just want you to know I’m taking your girl.” And he hauled back. And he punched

me. The blow sent me backwards off the steps, landing me in front of Kenna’s concrete chicken

collection. Chicken. Just a chicken.

Kenna stood in the doorway, her hair back lit by the lamp on the side table.  “Darrell, just

go home.” And she slammed the door. For a long while I laid back and stared up past the

branches of the long leaf pines, past the needles and scaly branches, looking for a Plan B.
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Sweet Loretta

Charlotte Parker

It wasn’t as if I was spying, but I did see Joe through the window of the main dining

room having the heart attack that killed him.  He was coming up the steps of the seawall after his

morning walk, his feet and the ankles of his brown slacks soaked from wading in the March surf.

Joe’s dew-white hair wrapped about his head like fallen earmuffs, and his beard dipped down

with a fingertip twist at the bottom. I remember I could see his teeth, and I assumed from fifty

yards away that he was smiling. Joe clutched his chest as I clutched the plum drapes. He fell to

his knees, one hand flapping in the air, then he collapsed right there—the oak trees framed the

scene, the blue skirt of the bay as a backdrop, and seagulls swooped for crumbs behind a tall ship

that passed so slowly that it seemed to have come just in time to carry his soul away.  My

daughter, sweet Loretta, thought it embarrassing to have him die right there on the back lawn.

He rented a room from me for about three years, and mind you, I gave him the best

room—the upstairs, newly remodeled with an island-style decor room with a panoramic view of

Whisper Bay. Loretta had just named it the Island Breeze Room. I was about to move into it

myself, but then he came inquiring with cash in one hand and a suitcase in the other. He looked

as if he’d just swam a hundred miles and crawled up soggy in my backyard.  Loretta thought he

was on the lam. When Joe passed away Loretta was down on one of her “vacations away from
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the hubby”.  Bless her heart—she’d spend weeks redecorating to make sure Southern Living

would just die to cover our Main Stay Inn.

I sometimes caught a glimpse of Joe returning from the beach in the morning. He’d eat

his scrambled eggs, but he didn’t talk to the others, their mouths full and gaping as they chatted.

Afterwards he’d climb the stairs to his room. Afternoons when I went out to put bird feed in the

feeders he’d head off to the post office. Once I got used to him, I told Loretta we should be

pleased as peas to have a resident who never made noise or made unreasonable demands. She did

not share my feelings. She, instead, believed he would eventually snap, that his cool exterior

only clothed the snake underneath.

Once, when I went to mail invitations to the Mossy Key Junior League’s annual

Christmas fundraiser, Louise, who works mornings at the post office, said the mail Joe received

usually came in boxes from an art supply distributor and unmarked magazines (Playboy, Louise

guessed). And each Monday, Louise explained, he mailed off several large boxes to someone

named Cari Bean in Antigua.

“She sounds like a stripper, but what do you send a stripper?” she asked and handed me a

letter from sweet Loretta (who, by the way, did spend some time with her husband in Atlanta).

“Loretta’s sure he’s up to no good,” I said. “She just knows it.”

Once, about a year ago, Loretta was doing a smoke alarm check and went up to Joe’s

room, but he must have been gone to town so she got the spare key from the office.  If I wouldn’t

have been curling my eyelashes I would have stopped her. She noticed he’d changed the lock

assembly on his door, going against policy—mind you—and when Joe got back he got upset

thinking she’d tried to snoop, and poor sweet Loretta couldn’t get a word in edgewise.
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Immediately after the incident Loretta was sure he was moving illegal substances and

using our rooming house as a hide out. Loretta said, “smuggling Mary Juanita.”

I said, “Probably not. He’s just boozing it up there.” Louise at the post office said,

“doubtful he’s sending medicine for the suffering children of the islands.”  We considered

evicting him, but truth be known, we needed the money.

In mid-search through Joe’s musty room, Loretta shows up on one of her little

“vacations,” claiming she needs to get away.  I worried because Loretta had a habit of, well,

relieving her anger over her cheating, no-good, lying husband through five-finger discounts at

Rich’s or Macy’s. And Austin had already threatened to divorce her if he caught her one more

time. But she was working on it, she’d insisted to me and to Austin. She’d started going to

therapy.

The two of us stood among boxes of bank statements, dirty laundry, and paint cans. “Try

not to inhale deeply,” I warned Loretta as I searched for a phone number, and address, anything

to put me in touch with his next of kin.

“Momma, we could have a garage sale. Isn’t it creepy that the person in this room last

was Joe right before he went on his last walk?”

“Yes,” I answered, although I’d made it a point not to wake Loretta the night before when

I crept up to his room on a hunch.  And sure enough, Joe had an entire milk crate of Penthouse,

many of the issues worn, staples missing. Loretta would have damned him to hell, torched the

room, and taken the entire inn down altogether if she found his little magazine collection. Poor

Loretta. So irrational at times.

“Why do you think he moved the bed in front of that window?” Loretta asked.
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I imagined Joe, sitting at the window, sometimes awake, sometimes asleep.  “So the sun

would wake him up every morning, and I guess to lay there at night, I assume, and watch the

stars fall into the ocean.”

“Stars . . . falling . . . into the ocean?” Loretta lifted the bed skirt, pulling open the

nightstand drawer, peeking into the bathroom, opening the closet doors, picking through his

clothes.

We uncovered an art desk under a drop cloth.  His paintbrushes, freshly cleaned, waited

his hands in a metal coffee can, and not a drop of paint anywhere.

As we packed his things we threw out t-shirts marked with paint and his old boat shoes,

we kept a few choice books that we figured would only rot in that storage shed, and since neither

of us had seen him with a woman we threw in one of Loretta’s high heeled shoes just to make

someone later on down the road wonder.

I found the sealed brown cardboard boxes in his bathroom closet. Inside each box I found

twelve empty wine bottles.

“Would you take a look at this!”

I pulled one bottle out of the box and held it up to the light. It was a hand painted jewel,

coral nestled along the bottom, emerald green sea grass twisting in the waves, a lavender shiny

fish swimming across to the other side of the bottle, and shades of blue water surrounding a

mermaid in swirls. A mermaid stretched out across a rock, her hair piled on top of her head like I

wear mine. The scene sparkled, like when you watch the surface of the gulf from the sandy

bottom, swirling and smoothing blues and greens clear from light from above.

I held up the bottle. “Do you know who this is?”

She laughed. “I thought it looked like you for a second, Momma.”
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There were more boxes of bottles stashed in the top of the closet, under the bathroom

sink. Joe created a bottle painted for each of the different buildings in town.

“Let’s sell them,” Loretta pipes up. “Tourists will fall all over their sun burnt selves to

shell out the money.”

I had been cleaning up after transient fishermen, my gorgeous homestead turned into a

fish house, my dignity spoiled. “Are people stupid enough to buy painted wine bottles?”

Sweet Loretta, bless her heart, offered to take them back to Atlanta and sell them, until I

thumbed through a magazine that came in with Joe’s mail.  There they were showcased on page

35, the Watermark Bottles. And there was a picture of Joe, smiling with every last tooth, dressed

in a linen shirt with palm trees in the background. Artist from Antigua, my foot.  Just below the

company name, Cari Bean, was an address where you could send a photo (which would be

painted onto a wine bottles by the artist himself) and your money (sixty dollars plus postage and

handling.)

“Holy, hell, Loretta, he’s been using the inn as a front for his little money-making

scheme. Why—I should SUE!”

Sweet Loretta almost cried when we did the math.  “We can buy some paint and install

French shutters, buy some spider plants for the lobby, refurnish the entire place with brown

wicker furniture, hang some tropical paintings, put in a wine bar and hire a cook from Martinique

and attract responsible tourists and get your name in Southern Living.”

“Really, Loretta. Don’t you think you’re getting ahead of yourself?”

We dusted each one, repacking them in sturdier boxes, and then Loretta looked up at me.

“How are we going to fit all those boxes in my BMW?”
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All the excitement had me hungry, so I suggested we do the only logical thing—dine on

jumbo pan seared scallops with dried apricot spinach salad and Applewood smoke bacon

vinaigrette at the Mossy Key Yacht Club.

Sweet Loretta brought the yacht club bottle with the intent on selling it to Pete, the

manager, for fifty dollars, or the cost of our dinner.

We’d just ordered crab claws and began discussing how we’d market the bottles through

this art dealer Loretta met in Atlanta when one walked right up to us throwing a couple of

business cards at us while he grabbed for the bottle.

“Isn’t it lovely? Where did you buy it?” he asked.

Before I examined the business card to find out his name he was introducing himself.

“Montgomery Binoche. My name’s Montgomery.” Sweet Loretta fanned herself with the menu

and explained how she had painted it herself, how she had many more where that one came

from, and how she’d consider selling them to him for eighty dollars a piece.

 “Wholesale, you understand. I just have to cover costs.”

The man took off his glasses and asked if he could sit down with us just as the crab

fingers arrived.

“No, really,” he asked Loretta, “where did you find my father’s bottle?”

Sweet Loretta didn’t bat an eyelash as she continued to explain how Joe had taught her

how to paint bottles in his free time, and what on earth had he been up to, and how was he doing

with his father’s death, so on and so forth.

“Died? Father DIED?”  And then he got his panties in a wad because we were not

psychics and had not tried to find him when his father died, for crying out loud. He was a bit

upset, cradling the bottle like a baby and not using his indoor voice. I jumped right in, being the
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expert in handling tight situations, and explained the entire story from start to finish, leaving out

the details that were really of no consequence, like the exact number of bottles Joe left behind.

But I felt it necessary to mention the fact that I’d actually witnessed the unfortunate heart attack,

the bills his father left behind, the grief we had weathered since we endured the mental strain of

boxing up his personal items, and I even worked up some tears toward the end as I spoke dearly

of his father and how pleasant he’d always been to me, picking roses on his way up the walk

some mornings.

“We’d had coffee on the back porch every morning together,” I said. Loretta coughed to

keep from laughing.

“Momma, I’d forgotten you used to chat in the morning.”

“Southern pecan was his favorite.” I sternly ‘reminded’ her, using my ‘don’t you

remember’ voice.

“Oh, that’s right momma. On the veranda over looking the bay.” Loretta folded her

napkin over in her lap and arched her back.

Since his father still owed me rent money, an electricity payment, and, “goodness knows

how much damage he’d done to that room with all that paint slinging,” Loretta piped in, the

young man humbly offered to pay for any debt left behind. Loretta winked at me.

“Please, allow me to buy you ladies dinner.” He was really quite charming once he sat

down, but he looked nothing like his father.  And besides being clean-shaven, there is little I can

say about his attire.  I’d never in my life seen anyone wear flip-flops into the yacht club dining

room, and hardly ever with dress slacks. He wore his hair parted to the left and possessed strong,

healthy jawbones.  He devoured the crab fingers so fast I became nauseous.
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I asked him to tell us about his art dealing. I’d hoped he might spill a few names of

dealers who might buy the bottles. He explained that he had no permanent residence, flying

madly from one country to the next, buying and trading work, and there really would have been

no way for us to have contacted him. He ran Binoche Enterprises, which consisted of one

employee--himself.  He was presently making his way through the southeast meeting with artists

and dealers.

“Binoche Enterprises?” I asked him.  “If your last name’s Binoche, then I think I am

confused. That wasn’t your father’s last name.”

“Joe wasn’t exactly my father. Not my biological one, anyway. Joe is, or was, my

‘spiritual father.’ I always felt closer to Joe than my own father. I met Joe in Antigua, where Joe

supported himself solely off the profits from his artwork—hand paintings on shells, leather hand

goods, and almost anything including driftwood, fabric and straw mats. And I was on business in

search of some new clients.”

“Oh,” I said. Loretta glared at me, establishing that we were in no way obligated to give

him anything. “Not a dirty dime,” I heard her thinking.

When we said our goodbyes for the evening he turned around sharply and asked us if he

could clean out his father’s apartment as soon as possible. He wanted to get the last of the

bottles.

“Bottles?” Loretta asked.  “What bottles? Were there more bottles?”

“Of course,” he said as he began walking off. “When I talked to him about two weeks

ago he said he had about ten boxes full.  I was to pick them up as I passed through and deliver

them. And, Charlotte, I had completely forgotten how much he loved southern pecan coffee.”

Loretta looked at me. “Well, shit.”
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“You are a sorry liar. And, honey, you have lipstick on your teeth.”

The town finally buried him in the Pleasant Bay Cemetery.  Some over sentimental

residents of Mossy Key who knew even less of him than I did chipped in and bought him a nice

petite grave stone with his name and a scallop shell engraved in the stone. The Daughters of the

American Revolution wrote a poem about sailing off into the sunset of heaven and placed the

poem in a wood frame beside the gravestone. I even bought a little artificial arrangement from

the Wal-Mart in St. Joseph.  Montgomery, however, did not even show up for the funeral.

But he did show up and while I tried to place my monthly food order with the Cisco

representative. He wanted to pick up Joe’s boxes.

“Oh, wait a minute,” Loretta spoke up. Neither of us had seen her lounging on the couch in the

foyer and reading her Better Homes And Gardens magazine.  “You have as much claim to that

stuff as we do. It’s the law, Mr. Who Ever You Are,” she told him.

That’s when his eyebrows curved together.

“But there was a will.  I helped him prepare the will before he moved from Antigua.” I

rolled my eyes at Loretta. “Well, don’t tell me you didn’t find it.”

After rummaging through all the bottles he pulled out the one with the Mossy Key

Courthouse painted on it.  “How special,” sweet Loretta whispered to me when he was out of

earshot. The will had been rolled tightly and affixed to the cork.  So we made a very

uncomfortable drive downtown together to the office of Mr. Stern in Loretta’s BMW.

“It’s so unfair,” Loretta kept saying to Mr. Stern. “So unfair.”

Before noon Montgomery had the entire apartment cleared out and loaded into a small

moving truck, bottles and all.  I apologized profusely but explained that a wine bottle was no

place to put an important document like a will.  Montgomery accepted my apology, but entirely
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too forcefully he explained how his “father” had been an artist and his work was not to be sold at

a gift shop.  Well, I was happy to get rid of the bottles, Montgomery, and the headache I’d

acquired from listening to Loretta complain about how unfair everything was.

Poor Loretta, bless her heart. If it’s not one thing it’s another.  Just as soon as she got

back to Atlanta, Austin served her divorce papers, which didn’t seem quite right to me since he’d

been shaking his weenie all over the southeast for the duration of their marriage.  Loretta knew

it. I knew it. Austin knew we knew it. The poor thing just wouldn’t eat. She refused to see her

psychiatrist, and after a week of listening to long distance weeping I finally told her, “Loretta, for

heaven’s sake child, pack your bags and bring yourself home. I’ll fry some crab cakes and put on

some she-crab soup.  We’ll go shopping,” I say.

“Could we go to Montgomery’s Art Gallery downtown, momma?  His grand opening is

this weekend. I read in an issue of Cosmopolitan that new divorcees need to dabble in the arts,

get a hobby, maybe a job to keep busy.”

I didn’t even know Montgomery had a gallery.  “Come home. And please bring back that

chaffing dish you borrowed about four years ago you keep forgetting to bring back.”

The day of Borrowed Time Art Gallery’s grand opening Loretta and I strutted right in,

accepted out plastic complimentary glasses of 1996 St. Francis Reserve Chardonnay and held our

heads high. Loretta, poor child, was fingering through her purse to see if she had any checks left

when we heard Montgomery behind a faux-wall, talking to a customer.

“You can’t afford that,” I whispered to Loretta who’d found one check and was trying to

decide between a hand painted photograph of a dinghy washed up on the beach and a watercolor

of two hot pink dolphins.  After the customer left I congratulated Montgomery on his

achievement.
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“And whatever spurred you into settling down in Mossy Key?” I was thinking more

about how he’d probably go bankrupt within six months. No place like that lasts unless they

decide to sell live bait, hot pizza, and cold beer, too.

“The antique boom. It’s beginning to take over Mossy Key.” He went on and on about

the influx of antiquity and how he was catching the wave.

“Sure, uh huh,” I nodded my head, sipping the cheap wine in the cheap glass.

“I realized why dad loved this little place.” He smiled at me as if he was about to hug me,

and I took one step back. “You people are the sweetest people in the world.”

 Interesting, I thought, how he looked like the same squid that rolled in just a few weeks

before and soured our waters.

Loretta wandered up coveting one of those bottles with a lighthouse painted on its glass

belly and a pair of lighthouse earrings made from abalone. “I want everything in the store!

“Monty, do you need any help with your displays? I know all about retail.”

That afternoon Loretta got some hot fire in her pants about moving me into Joe’s old

room.  I didn’t want to pour cold water on her fire—what with her divorce and losing all that

weight—but I was less than thrilled about the idea. Not only did she talk a few available

fishermen into moving my furniture upstairs while I was out playing bridge, she started talking

about renovating my old room downstairs, and she started calling it the Mango Room.

In the late afternoons when she was gone running about, I gained my sanity on the front

porch, sipped Brandy Alexanders.  Even if we were never be able to restore the old place I was

glad Loretta was around again.

But then things started to arrive—tapestries, curtains, dishes, paint by the gallons. And all

bought on Austin’s credit card. Furniture. A canopy bed with bedposts as big as pilings came in
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through my front door. Straw rugs from Pier 1. Elephant ears from the Bayside Nursery. An

electrician to install her wicker ceiling fan. A wooden statue of some naked tiki god.  As she let

her wicker fan blades stir the air above her head at night, I lay wide awake in my bed, looking up

at the same ceiling Joe must have pondered many nights, and I watched the stars disappear into

the gulf.

Loretta’s eyes turned glassy when she talked about changing the theme of the lobby to

lighthouses. We’re talking borders, lighthouse tables, a mechanical lighthouse with rotating light

for the front window, and even a nice little name change—Beacon Inn & Breakfast. “Maybe

even Anchor’s Aweigh, momma. Can you see what I see? ‘Come and stay at Anchor’s Aweigh!

We can even renovate one of the downstairs rooms to display some of Monty’s artwork. A

gallery, momma, in our own inn!”

“I couldn’t give a flying flip-flop, Loretta Marie Parker.  This is still my house. And

besides,” I explained as she hammered yet another nail into her wall, ignoring me, “you aren’t

staying forever.”

Loretta hung a watercolor she’d purchased at Montgomery’s over her bed. “Oh, let me do

another room, momma. I think this therapy is working. I feel much better.” I knew she was

getting used to being home again, away from the big city and the stress of being a wife, but she

was making me and the guests nervous, rearranging furniture, changing the night’s menu, and

showing future guests right into occupied rooms.

She eventually quit ordering from catalogs.  As quickly as her squall formed, it blew

over. I’d never seen my daughter wear t-shirts, faded blue jeans, and once on her way to the Fat

Be Gone meeting she had not even ironed her ivory Liz Claiborne blouse or curled her bangs.

She joined clubs around town. She joined the Meditation and Metaphysical Potpourri, the
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Psychic Exploration Workshop, Divorce Recovery, and Emotions Anonymous.  She was gone

everyday and almost every night, preparing a benefit here or setting up a covered dish supper

there. She even asked to borrow $150 to go to a personal development seminar.  Afterwards she

showed me her drawing—the one she had to draw with her “non-dominant” left hand—and told

me about how she had remembered a vivid image from her past life. She could see herself

designing clothes.

“No,” I told her. “I can not afford to buy you a sewing machine, too.”

She began wearing flip flops. “I bought them at the ship’s store,” she says one afternoon

after coming in from one of her Psychic Exploration Workshops. “They make me feel so

unrestrained,” she says.  I shivered and put on a pot of fresh ground southern pecan coffee.

Then I saw them, Montgomery in his matching flip-flops and loose Hawaiin button-up

and my sweet precious Loretta in the health food isle of Bayside Grocers, hooked arm in arm and

drifting along like two empty beer cans in the tide.  I backed out of the aisle before they saw me

and turned down the toilet paper aisle. “How convenient, Lord,” I commented right in front of

the Charmin. I could hear Montgomery give her a recipe for tomato tofu.  “That’s a long way

from fried green tomatoes, Lord,” I whispered to no one in particular.

I found myself uncontrollably tip-toeing down my hallway and into the kitchen late at

night.  About halfway through a cold chicken thigh I heard Loretta flip-flopping through the

crisp magnolia leaves.  She turned the knob of the door slowly, carefully, and came in through

the back door of the like she used to in high school before Mr. Parker and I decided to send her

off to prep school.

“I suppose you won’t believe me if I tell you the covered dinner ran late.” She wiped her

feet on the mat. I could just make out her nose and lips in the dark.
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“I can imagine.”

“I was with Montgomery. At his house. We started talking about having an out of body

experience, and then when we concentrated real hard. And you know what? It worked. And you

just don’t pay attention to the time when you are having an out of body experience.”

“Oh.”

“Momma, don’t be that way. I’m going through my very first divorce.”

The outside floodlights lit up the magnolia trees, which were on the verge of making their

comeback after a short winter, and the azaleas were desperate to break into a flood of fuchsia

bloom.

“Momma, I love him.”

“What?”

“I love Montgomery.  I’d heard that when you’ve found the love of your life you just

know right away. But I didn’t.”  She picked up a chicken wing and began gnawing. “After I

bought that painting we had coffee. I wanted to give him a piece of my mind, tell him how unfair

he had been.”  She tore off a thick, dry piece of meat from the bone and swallowed it whole. “I

know about you. When Montgomery and I put our heads together we figured out everything.”

Her hand moved smooth across the air. Everything.

“After how daddy treated you, I don’t blame you. I felt the same way with Austin.” She

waved the clean bone in the air. “And Marsha who reads my Tarot cards said that’s why I’ve

been shoplifting all this time.”

“You’re being ridiculous,” I said. She was being ridiculous.

“It’s true, isn’t it? About you and Joe?”
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I took the plate from the table and the bone from her hand and walked away to scrape the

bones into the garbage.

“I know you’ll never tell me the truth. But I love you.” She turned me around, smacked

my check with a kiss and bolted through the swinging doors to the dining room, marking each

step with the flip of her flops.

A fair breeze from the bay blew in through the windows of the Island Breeze Room,

lifting the bottom of the curtains.  A wild memory exploded in my head, one of Joe without any

clothes across his bed.  He got me silly drunk on red wine, and I was butt-naked in front of a man

with the lights on for the first time in my life.  Outside a plump full-bodied moon watched us

through the window.

“I want to paint on your body.” He ran a finger along my stomach. The green paint

soaked into the cracks in my skin, making it look even older than it was.  I had imagined those

fingers wrapped around paintbrushes, or running across the dark stubble of his beard in the

morning. Paint dried and cracked on his fingers.  He streaked the paint across the powdery skin

of my stomach like a canvas as stars fell into the ocean.
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Crab Legs

Ed Whaley

Samantha Cox stood at her mailbox as always, waiting. She didn’t need to ask any postal

service questions, wasn’t expecting any large packages, and didn’t need any advice on how many

stamps she should use. “Hey, ‘Honey Buns.’ You are just darling today. What, with your little

flips flops and your little straw hat I could just eat you up.”  She made air quotes to show off her

empty ring finger and winked at me twelve times before I pulled all of her mail from my bag.

“Did I mention that I was ‘divorced’?”

“I just want to do my job.”

I guess she hoped I’d fall in love with her.  When I turned to leave she pinched my butt.

I got some long overdue exercise running from a German Shepherd named Hummer.  Old

Lady Biscuit accidentally grabbed me beneath the belt when she went to seize her mail from my

hands. Two boys on the verge of puberty mugged me with their BB guns.  I gave them

everything out of my pockets—my last two dollars for afternoon snacks. Then I delivered some

man’s ashes to his daughter who would, I found out, send them to her sister in Detroit to keep for

one month, and then the poor vase of ashes was off to their brother in Palm Springs who would

then keep them a month and send them back next day air to Mossy Key.  I made a mental note to

call the folks that evening to be sure they knew when I died I’d like to stay put.  Dump me in the

sea. Dig a hole. Anything. But please don’t mail me through the postal system.
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When I delivered Wednesday’s mail to the sub-station, Officer Dally Davis poured me a

cup of coffee even though I’d already explained to him a dozen other mornings I didn’t drink

anything but water and beer.  “Son, what is your name?”

I held the cup of coffee. “This week I’m ‘Crab Boy’ according to Old Lady Biscuit, last

week I went by ‘Crabola’ because of some brat on Nautilus. Before that I answered to ‘Zippy

Humperdink’ because of my supervisor, and I am still getting ‘Honey Buns’ from a lonely

divorcee on Starfish Way.  But I like “Crab Legs” because of a little thing I can do on a surf

board.”  I’d been meaning to ask Officer Dally what he liked to be called, if “Dilly Dally” were

his nickname, but I controlled myself.

“The residents here want to get paid for what they’re worth, have barbeques on the

weekend, buy a lawnmower and park it out back without having it stolen.” He smiled half-

heartedly, staring up from what was left of a jumbo bowl of ice cream.  “Some people have been

here for years, their residence stretching back to their great-great-grandfathers oyster harvesting

business.” Dally rolled his lips together before continuing.  “You just moved to Starfish Way,

right?”

“I moved in last Sunday.”

Dally pushed the bowl away. “Well, you see more of this town than most of us on duty.

You see people coming, going.” Dally held out a business card. “We hope you’ll give us a call.”

I could imagine a dozen things I’d rather do than snoop—get drunk off cheap beer, strip naked,

and pass out on the pier.

I took his card hesitantly. “You know, Dally, if it’s all the same to you, I’d just like to do

my job and go home to peace and quiet at night.” I handed the card back.

“Why don’t you keep it, just in case.” It wasn’t a question.
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Outside the sub-station the gulf pushed wave after wave against the shore. The rippling

fingers of the ocean tempt me unremittingly. If you grow up on Mossy Key like I did, or

anywhere near the water, there’s an unwritten rule that you must conquer the water—ride it, dive

it, fish it. For me, surfing afforded the opportunity to defeat the undertow, a chance to throw

some dirt in the face of a the waves, and once the barrel began to seal close, to glide over the

crest triumphant.  Gabriella had not been there when I won the Big Kahuna Surf Contest on

Pensacola Beach over the summer.  After I found out about her affair with the Sous chef at Boy

On A Dolphin, I slammed Pecker Head shooters with Roy at the dive shop and made the decision

that once I got myself together I’d move back to Mossy Key, I’d eventually buy the duplex on

Seahorse Lane we’d both been looking into buying when we were ready to settle down. I’d be at

least 150 miles away from Gabriella and her parties, away from any reminder that the last ten

years were a waste, and I’d just exist without any trials or tribulations for a while.

And the way I see it, Dally was right.  People probably walk a little straighter and drive a

little slower when he’s around. But if there’s one thing I can’t stand it’s doing two jobs but only

getting paid for one. And besides, I just wanted to be left alone to do my job. To lay low.

I left the back door open so my two retarded dogs—Booger and Gizard—could run

amuck. The evening breeze from the gulf blew through the front windows and out the back door,

taking the stale air with it.  The dogs ran crazy around the big backyard, digging and scratching

the warm dirt. The landlord said he couldn’t give a shit if the dogs dug holes to China so long as

they didn’t leave the yard without a leash—island policy.

The lady next door’s lawn decorations gave me the idea that she possessed an uncanny

eye for all things “cemetery.”  Marble rocks enclosed within landscaping timbers constituted her

front yard.  A marble bench was positioned beside an oversized angel statue that had an
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American flag draped around her neck.  A wild Kudzu vine trailed up the handrail of the stairs

leading to her upstairs balcony.  At night, she turned on a string of green Christmas lights that

she’d wound along the Kudzu.  About a dozen assorted wind chimes tinkled day and night as the

wind blew up from the gulf, down Starfish Lane and against the front of our building.  The

chiming sounds made me think of the Orient, so I gave her a nickname: Dragon Lady.

My own decorations were not highly conceptual. The eve I moved in I’d hung a few

South American masks on the walls and propped up my best flea market find—a 1935 pine and

mahogany Nalu long board. Gabriella, on the other hand, would have already had every room in

the house painted, her own paintings deliberately positioned in the middle of every major wall

and the furniture re-arranged twelve times all within the first two days. When I walked in

Wednesday afternoon my sparse attempt at beautification only seemed to reaffirm how empty

my apartment was, so I went to get some beer. I didn’t want anything Gabriella had sat her fat

butt on, anyway, I kept telling myself.

Later, down at Finn’s One Stop, Dally stood in front of the snack section with his hands

in the carton of beef jerky. “Still doing all right, I hope?” he asked, popping me in the shoulder

with a his fat fist when I walked back from the beer cooler.

“Just great,” I smirked.

The maintenance man, Beef, knocked on my front screen just after six to examine the

icemaker. “How long have you been working here?” I asked, trying to fill the quiet room. He

twirled the screwdriver, loosening the screws to pull off the panel.

 “Too long. Just before your lady neighbor moved in, so what’s that make it? Five years I

think.”

“I haven’t met her yet.”
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“You’re in for a surprise with Ivy,” he said, and then chuckled, “No one’s been in her

apartment for months. She comes to the door completely naked. My boys refuse to go over there

because they don’t want venereal diseases. I told them that they aren’t required to service the

woman when they service her air conditioning, but they think Miss Thang will rape them, and

between you and me, I can’t blame them. The cops want to get in her house so bad they can’t see

straight, but right now no one can give them a good reason. I think most of the island would pay

money to see her go. Maybe you’ll be our Champ, eh?”  Beef closed the freezer door. “This ice

machine is frozen up. I’ll tell Finn to put you one on order.” Beef laughed, punching me in the

arm with his freezer wet knuckles. “Eh, Champ?”

Old Lady Biscuit yelled at me from her porch, “People broke into my house!”

“Did you call Officer Davis?” I asked, but she gave me a puzzled look. She’d pulled on

her shirt backwards and the tag stuck out at her neck.

“Why would I call him when I knew you were on the way?” She grabbed my wrist and

pulled me into her house with an unlady-like grip. “They came in while I was asleep. They took

my washer and dryer and left new ones in their place. Crab Boy, how could they do this?” She

pulled me through the front door, through the hall and into her bedroom and pointed up into the

ceiling of her closet.

“They even rewired my house. If I turn on the lights in my bedroom closet the house will

blow up. I can’t see to hang my own clothes.” She held up a lavender paisley button-up shirt, the

type Gabriella would have called “vintage.”  “Will you hang my clothes up for me?” She looked

petrified, and I wondered how she even managed to cook for herself.

“I’ll hang up your clothes, but next time will you call the police?” She nodded, and then sat

down on her bed littered with clippings from magazines, most of which had the word “free”
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written somewhere on them.  As I hung up her clothes, a knock on the front door brought us back

to the front door.

“Hello, I am a representative from Miracle Ear,” he said, but I pushed by him, quickly

making my escape.

“I don’t need a hearing aid,” I heard her say as I descended the stairs.

“But, ma’am, it says right here you requested an absolutely free hearing aid for one

month.” I stuffed a handful of free trial offers and catalogs into her mailbox as she slammed the

door in his face.

# # #

Marguerite Bennett, who runs Bennett’s By The Bay, finished mixing an afternoon

cocktail for a customer while I waited for my lunch.  Since I delivered to the east side of the

island around lunchtime I stopped by every day and picked up lunch to go. She made her own

Key lime pie—“Not the green kind,” she’d explained.  And she had to step up on a footstool and

lean over the counter to reach her mail from my hands.  She handed me my lunch wrapped in a

small bag and I handed her the mail.

She gasped, dramatically. “No!” She begged me to tell her I was lying, that I did not live

next door to Ivy. “I’ve heard rumors. But I’d never repeat them.” She looked around the bar.

“But since you asked. The city council disregarded an occurrence when a group of vandals left a

bucket of fish heads on her doorstep.  And of course, you’ve surely heard rumors about how she

makes her money.” She pulled a bar stool up the cooler and climbed up to get at eye level with

me.

“No. How old is she?”
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“Late forties. Surely you noticed her white BMW.” Marguerite took a maraschino cherry

from the bar supply and popped it into her mouth. “No one’s been able to get her evicted. She’s a

one-woman a circus, I’m sure.”

On Friday I delivered a stack of magazines to the notorious surfers at the Hurricane

House, a dilapidated beach house on the west end of Surf Drive. About four out of work surfers

and one surfer that seemed to support the others bartending part-time at Gerald’s Reef resided

there. The guys were piling their boards on top of a sticker-clad station wagon, and the tallest

one, wearing a Billabong t-shirt with the sleeves ripped out, threw a cooler into the rear

compartment. I waved at him and asked where the surf was up. “Panama City. Did you wanna

go?” Packing up at a moment’s notice and moving with the surf was nothing new to me.

Gabriella and I traveled back and forth from east Texas to Naples for a long time, living out of

our suitcases, working beach bars during the season, and drawing unemployment during the

winter so I could follow the surf. I pushed their mail in the box and closed the door. I didn’t have

anymore first class mail left. But what I really wanted to do was go buy a six-pack and watch the

sun set from the front lawn. “No, thanks, guys. Maybe next time.”

A short fella wearing nothing but board shorts, yelled out the front door to the taller one,

“Hey, anyone see the “J” I left on the coffee table?”

When I jumped out of my truck Friday evening hanging onto a six-pack I saw a candle in

the window of the Dragon Lady’s house.  I’d never noticed a bench outside her front door

before. She had swing music playing so loud I could still hear it once I got inside my apartment.

At least it was nice for once not to have a neighbor who came over to drink all of my beer, even

if she was a whore.
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About midnight the doorbell rang.  Dragon Lady stood in my doorway wearing a baby

blue push up bra with rhinestones hot glued to the cups, a matching bikini bottom, and baby blue

high heels.  The bra pushed her boobs up and out, as if she were handing them out on a silver

platter at a cocktail party. Her eyebrows were dark and smooth above the fingertip wrinkles at

the corners of her eyes.

  She spoke first: ”My name is Ivy.” Her voice reminded me of Dracula with tuberculosis.

“Ed Whaley,” I said.

She handed me a bucket.  “Could I borrow some ice? My ice maker is broken again, and I

have company tonight.” She reached up to keep her bra strap from falling down her shoulder.

Even her long fingernails were painted baby blue. I couldn’t decide if she was Haitian, Cuban or

alien.  Her skin looked leathery from too much sun.  I left the door open and dumped my entire

ice supply (four ice trays worth) into her bucket. When I turned she headed toward me, her big

flame hair greasy and unmoving as she bounded toward me swaying her hips.  “You want me,”

she asked, “to help you with that?” She took a single ice cube and held it up to her lips, then

proceeded to suck on it.

“Look, lady, take your ice.” I motioned toward the door.

She let the ice fall into the palm of her hand.  Then she put it to my lips, trying to run it

along my lower lip.  I grabbed her wrist. “I think you need to go before your ice melts.” I handed

her the ice bucket and walked to the open door.

She sashayed to the door and stopped beside me. “You say you want to be left alone, but

I think what you really want is some company.”

“I don’t think so.” When she was outside I started to close the door but stopped. “Lady, I

hope you ask someone else for ice next time.  Or buy some damned ice trays.”
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She turned her head back toward me and winked. “I have ice trays, Crab Boy,” and she

walked off, rhinestones sparkling on her t-back bikini in the porch light.

I closed the door, breathless and unnerved. When I finally went upstairs to the bedroom I

could hear her moving around, a fast calypso beat vibrating the Brazilian masks on my wall and

her headboard slapping the wall.

“It’s so nice to have residents who want to pay their rent early.”  Finn took the next

month’s rent from my hand and slapped it into the register at Finn’s Grocery. “If all my

occupants were as punctual as you,” he laughed, his jolly belly poking out of the bottom of his

black t-shirt.

Tired from being kept up by the headboard symphony, I leaned against the chest high

counter covered with neon bracelets, shell anklets, and surfboard can opener/key chains. “I

thought I’d mention that the lady next door to me needs her ice maker fixed.  I don’t know if you

can send someone over there, but it would be comforting not to find her on my doorstep at

midnight again.”

Finn laughed again, his belly jiggling.  “Just don’t answer your door.”

“If the door were the only thing she was knocking on, sure. Do you think you could say

something to her about the noise she’s making after midnight? Does she ever work?”

A shaggy haired blonde wearing hunting boots entered and bought a can of Skoal.

“Thanks, Darrell,” Finn said, handing him his change.  “Here’s a question for you: Do you think

Ivy works?”  The two smiled coyly at each other and laughed. “Crabby, she has what we call a

diversified income. But, I have this philosophy, ‘If she don’t tell me, I don’t have to report her,’

” he laughed.  “She’s been there for years, Crabby. And she pays me a little extra to make sure I

keep it that way.”
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# # #

Old Lady Biscuit left me a sausage biscuit in her mailbox, and I was about to eat it when

Hummer cornered me in a sandy alley between a Ford Nova and a Cavalier.  Amazingly,

Hummer snorted when he ate, swallowing the cold biscuit whole—no chewing. The biscuit came

in handy, and as long as I kept finding offerings in the mailbox I made it past on Fan Palm Way

without any ankle bites.

When I went to roll up the windows in my truck Friday evening, a white corvette pulled

up in Ivy’s drive.  As soon as the lady entered Ivy’s, her calypso music snaked through the walls

and into my apartment, vibrating the masks.  The lady couldn’t have stayed more than about

fifteen minutes.

Soon after, as I watered my one hanging fern in the front window a jogger crossed by on

the street and, once in front of Ivy’s stairs, jogged in place momentarily, then he looked both

ways and jogged right up her stairs.  The front door slammed, shaking the dirty glasses in my

sink. After a few minutes I could hear what could only be her headboard slapping the wall again.

I held two sofa cushions against my ears when the waling began. An old man with a Spanish

moss beard came riding up to her stairway and parked his bike. He also went up stairs and

paused, surely hearing the sounds, and immediately descended the stairs and rode back down the

street on his bike.

Although I really wanted to get in my truck and go away, I fixed a tuna melt on toast and

broke open can number one of my Friday night twelve-pack.  After an hour of ceaseless wall

thumping, the lucky jogger came down the stairs, jogged first in place beside my truck and then

bolted off down the street.  With the cool breeze of late evening sliding through the apartment I

shut the windows and doors. I’d just settled into the nalgahide sofa when I heard the soft rapping
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on my door.  From the front window I saw Ivy. I half hoped she’d give me a reason to go to

Officer Dally. She did not have an ice bucket this time, but was completely naked except for a

pair of bright orange high heels.  The bikini she’d worn to my door last time covered up the

wilted shamrock tattoo staring at me from her left breast. “I just had this feeling you needed

some company,” she said, trying to whisper but not succeeding.

My first instinct was to rudely inform her of how big of an irritation she was, how big of

a slut she was, and how I knew people in the police department. But I controlled myself and

asked, “What makes you think I’m so lonely?”

“I hear you been asking about me. If you want to know about me, then let me come

inside.”

She was still naked. I told myself to think rationally. “Not just no, lady, but hell no.”

“You are scared of me. But then, you are scared of lots of things.”  Then she reached out

and snatched my hand, turning it palm up and ran one tangerine fingernail across it.  “Says right

here you are a contradiction in every sense of the term.  You move to Mossy Key to be alone

when what you really want is someone that will stick around.”  The line where she ran her

fingernail across my skin started to itch.  “This woman,” she pointed with the one fingernail at a

slight angle on my hand, “has hurt you very badly.”

It was true.  Gabriella was the source of all the existing pain in my life.  I thought Gabby

and I had an understanding. We agreed we didn’t need paperwork to tell us we were married.

When we got to Naples one year we wrote our own vows and exchanged them on the beach,

alone. You think you know someone and all of a sudden they take an interest in German white

wine and sous chefs named Freedom.
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The dragon lady was standing at my door with my hand in hers and she was completely

and totally naked.  It took me a few seconds more to process the information fully and take my

hand back. “Why don’t you come upstairs with me? I have something I want to give you.”

“I’m eating dinner.” I shut the door on her twice.

About midnight the wall across from my bed began to thump. I waited, thinking it would

stop sooner or later. I thought surely by one she’d tire out. Instead, the thumping became more

rapid, and by three I was fully awake doing laundry.

When I got to Samantha’s mailbox, she’d left a note in it for me: “I’m making meatloaf

and garlic potatoes. Come by about 7 if you’re hungry.”  I looked up and saw her small head pop

up from out of the pool.  Grouchy from little sleep, I shoved the two mail order catalogs into her

mailbox and shouted toward the pool, “I’m not interested, lady!”  Her head sunk down into the

water and I walked off.  I never made a point of being so forward, but lack of sleep makes me do

crazy things.

When I delivered some postcards to The Sandbar, I couldn’t help but overhear Frank

Wheeler.  He was straddling a cypress barstool, probably chatting with another retired fisherman.

“I’ve tried different jobs throughout my life. Living different places.  But I wouldn’t leave

Mossy Key now for anything.”  The bar was silent for a few moments as if everyone took a

moment of silence to agree.  I immediately exited, telling myself that I wouldn’t let Ivy get the

very best of me. She would not run me out of my own home.

It was only Thursday, but I went and bought a six-pack to drink in the lawn chair that

came with the apartment, a cheap blue and green chord style. I could hear the surf a few blocks

away, smell the salty spray, and there was no way this crazy loon would run me out.  Later, I
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pulled out an old grill that came with the apartment and ran up to the store to buy some lighter

fluid, some Worchester sauce, and a big, thick steak. I even bought another six-pack.

Officer Dally was standing near the donut deli, tongs in his hand, trying to decide

between a whole grain bagel and a sugar glazed donut.  “Crabby!” He started waving his tongs at

me. “How you doing, son?”

“Just great. Couldn’t be better.” I gave him a ‘thumbs up’ sign.

I got a call from Steiner, my supervisor, that evening.  Rather than going straight to

sorting, Steiner wanted me to have a talk with him as soon as I clocked in the next day.

“Did I do something wrong?”

“Why would you ask that? Did you do something wrong you need to tell me about?”

“No.” I thought about the past week. “No! Of course not.”

“An anonymous complaint ended up on my desk. It’s not that you haven’t been doing

your job, but someone thinks maybe you could be performing it a bit more friendly-like.”

“Friendly-like?” I had been friendly to everyone, even stopped to help the surfers move a

couch onto the front lawn.  I immediately thought of Samantha.  “There was one thing.”

When I awoke it was still dark, and the sound of calypso music and the sound of the

Dragon Lady’s headboard resonated in my head.  I felt hung over, and the thought of waking up

in the morning seemed worthless. I couldn’t sleep. I’d probably lose my job. I’d probably be

forced to move somewhere else and have to learn to like another job all over again. Rent a U-

Haul.  Apartment hunt. Learn the way to the local grocery store, learn which aisle has the grape

jelly, memorize street names.
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Officer Dally was in Steiner’s office when I got there in the morning, seated in one of the

two office chairs in front of Steiner’s desk. I sat in the other one.  Steiner closed the door. Dally

was the first to speak. “Do you want to report any ‘goings-ons’ in the neighborhood, Crab?”

“Like what?”

“Have you experienced any disturbances that maybe I could handle for you?” I could

have told him about Ivy, the men coming and going during odd hours of the day, the headboard,

the mattress, the clothing, the strangeness to it all.

“Yeah, someone needs to check on Mrs. Witt. She’s got it in her head people are

breaking into her house, rearranging her furniture, re-wiring her electricity.”

Steiner and Dally looked directly at each other as if to confirm something. Steiner leaned

toward me, in his hand a white sheet of paper. “This is the complaint.”  I read over the slip and

my hands started shaking.  “Well, you know she’s senile, don’t you? I would never break into

anyone’s house. No one’s breaking into that garage sale, anyway.”

Dally looked away from me and toward Steiner who’d started rummaging through a box

of powdered donuts.  “Take a few weeks off. Get your personal life sorted out. Then come back

and talk to us.”

A wave of stillness swept across the tops of my feet and swirled around my knees. “I

don’t need any time off. That’s not going to help.”

That very afternoon I found an ant collection.  Beef came over and I showed him to the

upstairs closet.  “It’s coming from her house, you know.” He pointed to the trail under the

baseboard. “What is dead and decaying in her house, you think?” Beef laughed.

“I have no idea, but whatever it is it wouldn’t surprise me.”
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“Last week, before this ant problem, what’s-her-name calls maintenance, right, wants to

know if we got somebody who can come help her flip her mattress.” Beef kept spraying—the

carpet, the walls of the closet, even the ceiling.  He sprayed the corner of the closet good, the

poison making a puddle on the carpet.

When Beef left, I could feel her calypso music vibrating my skull. I caved in and knocked

on her screen door, my nose three inches from a wreath made with voodoo dolls.  I could hear

her talking so I knocked again.  I shielded my eyes and tried to see into her apartment.  She had

an altar upon which she seemed to be burning incense.  A tall, slender brass container in one

corner held a clutch of sea oats.  The wind chimes dangling along the stairway echoed their

brassy voices in the breeze.

 “Sorry.  That was Mrs. Humphrey on the phone. She’s serious about communicating

with her dead husband.” Ivy held her face close to the screen. “Poor lady can’t go a week without

scheduling an appointment.”  She pushed the screen door open with her bracelet-choked arm.

Her skin seemed even darker than normal, almost dirty. Her long, sweeping housedress covered

most of her body.  “I’m so tired,” she said falling back onto the dirt brown overstuffed sofa. She

pulled a cigarette out from a silver container and then pointed it toward a chair.  “Please. Sit.” I

didn’t want to sit, but I when I did I sat close to the edge to show I wasn’t staying long. “So,” she

lit her cigarette, “who do you want to try to contact?”

“Maybe you could contact the person who lives in this apartment and keeps me up all

night.  You’re not a fortune teller, you’re a whore.”

She let out a deep breath like a deflating balloon.  “It’s true, what you said.  I just read

people.  I tell them what they want to hear, but that’s what people pay me for.  Usually I can’t

remember their names until I see it printed on their checks.”
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She got up and walked into the kitchen, poured a snifter of brandy.  I wanted to tell her

she could spend less time naked and more time dusting. Even her fake red roses in a cheap vase

begged to have someone throw them in the dishwasher. “You know, there are a lot of people

who want to see you run out of town. And I could give them a million reasons why they should.”

She came back and sat down on the edge of coffee table, her knees almost touching mine.

“Why do you hate me, Ed Whaley?”  She leaned forward, balancing her elbows on her own

knees.  “Men come to get some question answered or an itch scratched.  Is that such a crime?”

I gripped my hands tightly around my knees. She shifted on the coffee table and slid

another cigarette out of the pack. “I don’t lie. I tell them what they want to hear. There’s a

difference.” She lit the cigarette with a Zippo lighter. “They come to me. I don’t ask for any of

this. Do you see a sign hanging outside my door?” I wanted to remark about her decorating. “It’s

not like I work at a strip joint, do cocaine, and sleep with the manager to get my rent payment

when the season is slow, Ed. You have to give me that. I keep it private.”

“Ivy, I hate to say this, but I think you’re full of bullshit.” I stood up. “You try too hard.”

Ivy looked at me, her face almost glowing.  “And you may be the type to sleep with a married

man, and you may be the type of woman who’d take his wife’s money and lie to her about it.

But, the only people that believe you are the people dumb enough not to know any better, or just

that hopeless. If that makes it legal, it also makes you a very sad person.”

“You want to know why I do it? Mildred who owns half the business district—she’s a

good example.  Ever since her cat died she has been trying to talk to it. I never performed a

séance, but last week she put me to the test. We had to do it—she had 200 dollars waiting for me

if I did.  It was embarrassing, us holding hands over her stupid cat’s food bowl, me making up

some chant as I went along, burning incense filling our hair, her whispering, ‘Here kitty, kitty.’
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It’s damned embarrassing.  It took all I could do to figure out what Kitty would want me to say:

‘I feel kitty’s presence. I feel her here. She is walking around. Now she’s rubbing up against your

leg.  Can you feel her? She purrs, so she is a happy cat.  Oh yes, her motor boat is going.’  I had

to smoke two joints afterwards to calm down from that woman clawing me.”

I looked down at her, sitting on the edge of her secondhand coffee table, wearing an

inflated housedress, and smoking cheap cigarettes.  “I don’t want to know anything about you.

You make me sick.” I crossed over to the screened door.  “But you should probably know

something about me. And by the way, you take up too many garbage cans.”

Downstairs the boys from the Hurricane House had just driven in behind my truck. The

driver waved for me to walk over. “Hey man, you wanna come with us or are you going to stay

here and surf the mosquito bumps on the island? We’re headed for Jacksonville Beach, staying

there through the weekend.”

“You guys go ahead, and thanks for asking.” As they pulled out I waved, distracting them

enough to cause them to plow into the single mailbox at the end of the drive.  They waved as

they pealed out, the back end of the station wagon almost dragging the ground.

I sat in my squeaky lopsided lawn chair and watched my dogs bite the hell out of each

other.
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Washed Ashore

Gwynn Lindford

Alicia stopped raking and looked up at the ceiling when she heard Mildred’s son, Heath,

on the roof shifting his weight as he gave the building a fresh coat of paint. “Do you think he’ll

blow off the roof?” Alicia pulled her long, blonde hair over one shoulder. She looked twelve but

acted much more mature than her own mother. How can such a sweet young girl could have

come from such a lush like my daughter Lucy? I have no clue either.

“No, but if he does, I wouldn’t feel the least bit sorry for crazy loon.”

“I’m going to move just in case the roof caves in.” Alicia pulled her child sized lawn

chair up to the craft table to finish making fresh signs for each shell basket, her thick black letters

marking each name. Bull Mouth Helmet. Heart Cockle. Left-handed Jewel Box. Common

Keyhole Limpet.

Over the years she has said, “When I’m old enough to run this store. . .” I don’t hope

she’ll want to live on the island when she grows older.  It’s much too small for someone who has

dreams. I’d learned how to make my own happiness here, but for now we’re making the stable

memories she needs. Besides, there were big changes coming, including uppercrusty boutiques,

overpriced restaurants, and romantic ads painting a cheesy pastel portrait encouraging flocks of

consumers to build on our unspoiled beaches.  The downtown improvement board even had the
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entire town excited about underground wiring. Goodbye astronomical society! So long bird

watchers of America!

Mildred entered and let the screen door fall closed so hard she almost broke the pelican

wind chime attached at the arm.  She was sporting the hair color shade Alicia referred to as a

“Sapphire Symphony.”  She moseyed over to the craft station and ran her fingers through a

basket full of sea urchin spines until I looked up.

“Hello, Gwynn,” she said with her puffy, cracked, and too red lips. “I know you’re going

to be upset so I’ll say it fast. I’ve sold the building. And you have to move out by the end of

August.”

I imagined grabbing one of the spiny starfish Alicia had laid out to make candleholders. I

visualized myself leaping up and ramming it up her swollen nose. Instead I clutched the glue

gun, hot glue spiraling out all over the tin foil tablecloth. “Mildred, how could you?”

Mildred had this look, a look that told me she didn’t care.  She raised her eyebrows and

pursed her lips. “Well, they offered me enough money to make the trauma of paperwork worth

it.”

I wanted to slap her ugly blue haired head. I’d lived on the island since I was

born—probably conceived somewhere between the marina and the library—and I would lose

Alicia without the little money the shop pulled in.

Gerald swung the door open, stuck his head in without taking off his aviator sunglasses.

“Gwynn, I came up with a new invention. The Beachcomber Burger. It’s a fat piece of

barbequed grouper on a garlic roll.”

Mildred turned to walk past him. “We’ll talk later, Gwynn. I’ve things to do,” she said.

Gerald continued to wait until I replied that, yes, I would take a bite of his burger if he would go
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away.  He came in, shut the door, and sat down on the stool next to my craft station. I picked up

one of Alicia’s starfish, deciding it would have been a waste crammed up Mildred’s nose. When

Alicia first came to live with me, she believed that starfish fell from the sky to live in the ocean.

 “Another one of those tourists came in yesterday, I forgot to tell you.” I glanced over at

Gerald, still wearing that propeller hat.  “He wanted to know if horseshoe crabs were good eatin’.

Where the hell do they come from, Gwynn? Outer space?”

“Do you still remember that guy who set up the wood carving booth this past fall at the

Indian Summer Seafood Festival, the one that thought jellyfish were tiny UFO’s swimming

around feeling people’s bodies?”

“Lord, yes.” Gerald rolled his eyes. “Some people need to get in touch with reality.”

I finished hot gluing my last dozen seashell frogs on seashell motorcycles for the season.

Alicia picked up each completed frog and placed them beside the hand carved wooden pelicans.

Despite the clutter, everything had its place.  Each wind chime hung according to size, and each

shell had its own wicker bin.

I’ve lived three blocks off the gulf for forty-nine years, but I’ve never gotten used to the

constant wind blowing during the off-season. Every January a steady stream sweeps off the

waves of the gulf and over the dunes, blowing breakneck down the avenue, then it loopy-loops

around the flag pole at the city hall, tousles the awnings and shuffles across the bay to chill a

lone fisherman checking his crab traps.   By June and running through August, the wind dies

down and we open our windows and set our oscillating fans on high. But on this day, the wind

made an awful ruckus, shaking the tin awning, rattling the wind chimes outside, even bouncing

the glass in the windowpanes. For what seemed like a lovely July, it’s turned into quite a mess.
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I got custody of Alicia when she was six, right after her mother went on a drinking binge

and ended up in California a week later. I decided that opening the shop and moving in upstairs

would give us the extra money we needed. I hadn’t worked a day in my life. Nicely, every

summer the same families came to visit and shop, every winter the same snow birds came, and

Alicia and I developed an extended family (the Walsingham family from Birmingham always

brought a bag of pecans from their yard).  I thought when Alicia turned ten her mother would

have entered A.A., cleaned up, smarted up, but she hasn’t yet. The next weekend we were to

celebrate Alicia’s eleventh birthday.

The shell washing station outside was Alicia’s idea just last summer when she graduated

from fourth grade.  She and Huey from the hardware store designed it with two by fours, wire

mesh, and a bib attachment.  Whenever the tourists wash their days’ collection they never

hesitate to bring a few inside, inquire about their finds, and promptly buy a shell guide. Then

they buy a few “pretty” shells. Maybe a wind chime.

The two-story building where I have my shell shop sits on the corner of Liberty and

Avery.  I offered to buy the shop from Mildred Laskey—she’s getting old, senile, and could use

the money. I could have used the security, for Alicia’s sake. But Mildred didn’t want the hassle

of paperwork she said. “Too much trauma,” she’s said everytime I ask her.

From the inside you can see out to the Avenue of Oaks. At Christmas the city puts those

little lights in the trees and it’s just about magical. Looking out down Liberty Street you can see

the fine blue sliver of the gulf. You could see more if the dunes weren’t in the way. Not that I’m

complaining. Forty miles down the beach some wise guy levels the dunes, blows a wad of dough

developing a little beach front subdivision, and the first hurricane that comes along levels it.

Serves him right, I say.
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In the blazing light of the sunset the newly painted shop appeared luminous. Like a wet

abalone shell.  But oddly, in the stark light of sunrise the next morning, Mildred’s son had had

painted it to color of a sick flamingo.  One gigantic strawberry tart pastry. Once the paint fully

dried, Heath would hang the shutters and touch up a spot where he’d left a butt print. And there,

right next to my building, Gerald had brought out his statue of Neptune, a high-heeled shoe

dangling by its strap from the staff. The only reasonable answer to all this, as far as I could see,

would be to find a new building, sell the hell out of sand dollars this year, get back on the floor,

push the night lights, mention the tale behind the Triton’s Trumpet, make much ado about the

king helmet shell. I could order more Florida crown conchs, plenty of Florida rose murexes. So

let her sell the building if she wants, I thought. I’ll get even by being successful.

I caught some of the downtown vendors standing outside the Southern Rose Diner

sipping from their Styrofoam cups of steaming coffee, wearing parkas, and chatting about how

ridiculous the town had been for installing the red light on the corner of Liberty and Oaks.

“We never needed a red light before,” said Marguerite.

“Is the town growing?” asked Daphne from the House of Hair.

“Didn’t anyone think about a four way stop?” asked Vi from the Catch 22 Seafood

Market.

Across Liberty crepe myrtles and palm trees had miraculously sprouted out of the

median, bedding plants popped up in fuchsia and periwinkle by the bank, and then someone

decided to invent the Annual Red Hot Fall Jazz Festival, the Mr. Hot Sauce and Miss Chili

Pepper Contest, 5K run and auction.

“Annual? Ain’t never heard of it til now,” Ned from the bait shop said to Dixie.
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 Frank who runs a fishing charter stopped me as I headed through the door to get a cup of

coffee.  He wanted my opinion. “I want to rename my charter boat. Old Sea Hag has been good

for laughs, but I want something that will attract the big spenders. What do you think? The

Prince of Tides. Reel Fun. Or Southern Exposure?”

“Isn’t that bad luck, Frank?”

I immediately turned back toward the shop, closed the front door and I sat down at my

craft station with my newspaper. Instead of crying, I decided to finish up the last dozen Mossy

Keys in a bottle I had been working on.  When I unrolled my newspaper the headline read: “Call

for Vendors in the Annual Red Hot Fall Jazz Festival.”  It was my last chance to make some

quick money for the rest of the year.

The deliveryman I’d been waiting for all week arrived just after Alicia walked in from

the beach, her skin brown and tight. I signed for the pieces and watched the boxes being

unloaded—my latest impulse buys.  Leaving the largest package on the front walkway, I hurried

inside with the smaller ones. It was like Christmas with every delivery.

Heath wiped his feet on the straw mat just outside the door and entered.  “I need to use

your bathroom, Gwynn.”

“At least this time he warned us,” Alicia said after he’d disappeared into the sardine can

of a bathroom. She took the smallest box and slid the Exact-O knife across the brown tape.

Underneath a handful of packing peanuts, her tiny hand found an item wrapped in thin tissue

paper.  “Carefully,” I said as she turned it in her hand, allowing the tissue to fall away. Finally

unwrapped, a naked spindle-shape pagoda rested in her hand.

Heath came out and leaned against the counter. “What is that?”

 “The tatcheria mirabilis,” I said.
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“Otherwise known as the Miraculous Thatcher,” Alicia grinned up at him. It was thought

to be rare until a dredging in Japan where, accidentally, an abundance of them were recovered.

And this one, its whorls flat, elegant, flew halfway around the world to me.

“It’s just a sea shell. You’d do better to invest your money in something people will want

to buy. How much did you pay for it?”

“Two-hundred even.” Alicia placed it with the others not for sale in the showcase. It

would be our last splurge until I could secure a new building. I found my old Simon &

Schuster’s and pulled it down from the shelf. Its pages felt stiff from having dried in the sunlight

after a Mildred failed to attend to the bathroom toilet running and a flood occurred. I let Alicia

place a small red check in the margin.

“If you ask me, you got robbed.”

“Well, nobody’s asking you,” I said. “Could you give me a hand unpacking this box on

the walkway?” I saw Alicia head toward the bathroom with a can of Lysol.

I walked past Heath to the seven-foot box. After we removed the cardboard shell and the

packing foam, Heath tilted his head in that little way he does. “It’s a Jellyfish,” I said. It didn’t

register with Heath at first. “Carved from cypress with a chain saw.  I’m even thinking of

changing the name of the shop to Washed Ashore. You know how all those jellyfish wash up

after a big storm, just baking there in the sun? I don’t have a clue in this world what made me

think of it.”

“Washed Ashore? Oh, I get it,” he said uncomfortably. “Like you.”

I didn’t say a word, I swear.

“Is there anything you need fixed before next week?  I’ve been given all sorts of requests

from the downtown improvement board to be completed in the next week before the jazz
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festival—the gazebo in the avenue white washed, four new historical markers labeled, and the

construction of a bandstand for the jazz groups flying in. Hey, you ever heard of Indigo Wilson

and the Galaxy Brothers?”

“No,” and I smiled, just glad to know he wouldn’t be under our skin for a while.

Later, Alicia worked on a pair of inexpensive flip-flops, hot gluing tiny shells to the

straps (tourists will buy anything, she says), and I swept the front walk. The smooth, glossy

wood statue swam along in front of the shop, its tentacles waving at the passersby.  She was the

first thing I bought for myself since I traded the Ford Nova for the Granada. When the sun hit it

just right, it seemed to swim through sunrays, the different shades of wood affected under the

surface of the gulf. I’d name her Jules. I eyed her suspiciously, for she must have been carved

from something more than the model of a brainless invertebrate. Perhaps a Portuguese Man-O-

War.

Friday morning kicked off the jazz festival, and the downtown improvement board’s plan

was well under way: tents for the craft exhibits were being set up along the avenue, someone

wheeled two trailer-sized barbeque grills to the north side of the street along with one large

smoker for the oysters, the jazz band had begun warming up their instruments for the outside

concert, and someone was trying to back the Tiki-Tiki Frozen Daiquiri Stand into the pony ride

ring. Gerald placed blind man glasses on Neptune, duct taped a tin can onto his hand, and hung a

sign around his neck: “Went to Gerald’s Reef. Got blind drunk.”

About three hundred people showed up on Friday evening, lawn chairs in hand as they

moseyed through the Avenue of Oaks, along the tents and corn dog wagons. It was the biggest

crowd Mossy Key had seen in years. Someone placed a pool stick in Neptune’s hand in place of

his staff.   My first customers showed up on Harleys, and I sold each of the nice ladies a shell
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bracelet, anklet and earring set, and their husbands or whatever they were went straight for the

frogs on the motorcycles. They stayed for over an hour and chatted about Thunder Beach, a

motorcycle convention they were headed to in Panama City.  More customers filtered through

the store buying shell wreaths, nightlights, abalone rings, a few Mossy Keys in a Bottle. Alicia

helped ring up customers and pass out straw baskets for shopping. When we closed shop late

Sunday she’d been anxious, like she wanted to tell me something.

On the walk down to the shore she pulled her hair to one side and walked on the white

stripe in the street. She had not forgotten how to pout. “I don’t want to go back to mom’s.”  She

would get older each year of her life. It was inevitable.

“You aren’t going anywhere. What makes you say that?”

“I heard Mildred tell Heath that when we move out that someone’s going to plow down

the building. Where are we going to live?”

“Oh, I don’t know. Maybe we’ll just move into town, catch Sunday matinees and go to

the shopping mall if we get bored.”

“Then we can move the shop into town?”

“People in town might not have an interest in seashells like the visitors here. I might have

to work somewhere else, like the grocery store or a sewing factory.”

Alicia nodded, flipped her hair behind her. “Too much serious talk. For now, let’s do

something we can’t do in a big town.”

 We crossed the dunes over to the shore with our buckets and our bread. She trekked

barefooted along the wet beach with a one-gallon bucket collecting her favorite—Baby’s Ears.  I

stood on the deserted beach, my cold bare feet, and threw stale breadcrumbs into the air. Sea

gulls swooped around me. I’ve always wondered if sea gulls wished they were pelicans—the
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lions of the seabirds, always running the sea gulls off the good pilings. All those fancy-pants

pterodactyls have to do is aim for their choice front row seat and the sea gull miraculously

moves. No fight.

A seagull landed a few feet away.  I wadded up a clump of bread in my hands like a very

small snowball and placed the glob close to my feet in the sand and watched the birds swoop

closer, not pecking at the bread but testing their limit.  They swooped closer only to circle back

and outward. Caw, caw, caw.  And then one landed a few feet from the bread and cocked its

head, and moved in close. It kept its head cocked, staring at me with one eye.  Tip toe. Tip toe. It

flapped its wings as I lunged for it, and the other birds within spitting range fluttered away,

laughing. I kicked sand with my heels.

She was an old bird, like me, and there were so many young birds—swoopers, more

persuasive with their white feathers, the ability to smell a slice of ham for miles.  But she could

still talk tourists into giving her half their bag of potato chips, whole loafs of stale bread, and

there were shrimp boats coming in and out of the pass at a constant rate.  I kissed the top of her

feathered head and let her go. She’d adapt until she couldn’t adapt anymore.
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